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ABSTRACT
This thesis undertakes a study urban Aboriginal self-government. It argues that current 
approaches to Aboriginal self-government fail both to incorporate normative discussions of the 
complexity of urban Aboriginal cultural identity and to provide workable frameworks for self- 
government that span urban and land-based self-government. 1 argue that it is only through an 
understanding of urban Aboriginal identity that we can understand and plan adequately for urban 
Aboriginal self-government. Moreover, 1 argue that consociationalism is a useful framework to 
accommodate urban Aboriginal identity. Both sides of consociational theory - autonomy (the 
promotion of distinct cultures) and accommodation (coordination between cultures) - are 
important for effective urban Aboriginal self-government. One of the findings of the study is that 
collective self-government already plays a role in the lives of urban Aboriginal people and that 
what is missing in terms of urban Aboriginal governance is a better means of interacting with non- 
Aboriginal cultures.
This study makes three contributions to the scholarship on urban Aboriginal self- 
government. First, 1 advance a more cohesive explanation of the whys and hows of Aboriginal 
self-government in urban areas. Second, 1 draw on consociational approaches to the understanding 
of cultural difference within a society and extend these models to explain both how and why the 
local or community level is the most effective locale for urban Aboriginal self-government Third, 
1 offer an analysis of the ways existing urban Aboriginal institutions can contribute to the quest 
for self-government With specific reference to, first. Native Friendship Centres and, second, how 
programs run by these centres contribute to both the autonomy of urban Aboriginal cultures and 
accommodation between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal cultures in the urban environment, 1 use 
the consociational model in this analysis.
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INTRODUCTION
T te issue of Aboriginal sdf-govemment is increasingly the focus of academic research. However, 
most scholarship has looked exclusively at rural/reserve models with relatively little attention 
given to the situations and aspirations of Aboriginal people i^ho live in cities and other urban
areas. This is ironic since the majority of Aboriginal people live in urban areas. Most scholars 
who have directed their attention to Aboriginal people in urban areas tend to focus on the 
effectiveness of service delivery; the few who have examined self-government for Aboriginal 
people in urban centres dedicate most of their attention to extending or transposing rural/reserve 
models. Generally, however, there is little discussion of Aboriginal self-government specifically 
for Aboriginal people in urban centres. Furthermore, there is little discussion of the institutional 
mechanisms that m i^ t be appropriate to meet urban Aboriginal aspirations and be acceptable 
within the basic tenets of liberal democracy as practiced in Canada.
I argue that consociational theory, if thought of as a balance between the autonomy of 
cultural groups and accommodation among those groups, is useful for describing urban Aboriginal 
self-government in Canada. This is especially true Wien applied at the local or community level, 
already the primary locale for urban Aboriginal self-government I also argue that institutional 
mechanisms appropriate to the needs and aspirations of urban Aboriginal people already exist in 
Canada and could be expanded. Next, I contend that urban Aboriginal people do form cohesive 
cultural communities different from other urban and other Aboriginal cultural communities 
despite the diversity that exists among them, thus recognizing the complex identities of urban 
Aboriginal people. I examine the Native Friendship Centre, a fundamental urban Aboriginal 
community institution, to illustrate this argument.
The diversity that exists among urban centres and their Aboriginal communities and 
institutions means that there is arguably no ideal Friendship Centre case study. The benefit of a
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broad review of Friendship Centres is that I can draw on the numerous programs available to the 
diverse urban Aboriginal community, including those that are local, those that are either 
provincial or federal government programs, and those that are part of a national network. 1 argue 
that despite the differences among programs run by Friendship Centres, all strive for both 
cultural autonomy and cultural accommodation.
The thesis is organized as follows. First, I use consociational theory to come to a fuller 
understanding of the concept of self-government and then identify urban Aboriginal identity as a 
key concept missing from current discussions of urban Aboriginal self-government I explore 
urban Aboriginal identity more fully and integrate it into urban Aboriginal self-government 
discussions. ConsociationaUsm thus becomes an effective method for conceptualizing urban 
Aboriginal self-government
In the first chapter, I discuss the theoretical and methodological problems that concern 
this study. 1 explore the key ideas and limitations of the scholarship on urban Aboriginal self- 
government, outline four main models, and consider the usefulness of each to implementing urban 
Aboriginal self-government in Canada. The models are the status quo, the status quo plus a 
citywide Aboriginal governing body, the urban reserve model, and the neighbourhood model. 
While the status quo plus a citywide Aboriginal governing body is of greater utility than the other 
three, researchers caimot use it to provide a sufficient framework that includes an understanding 
of urban Aboriginal identity. This understanding may be achieved by applying consociational 
theory to the urban Aboriginal situation. At the end of Chapter One, I explain the methodology 
employed in this investigation.
In Chapter Two, 1 present a developed understanding of the concept of self-government 
using consociational theory. I reconceptualize consociationalism as finding a balance between 
cultural autonomy - processes that contribute to the maintenance of Aboriginal cultures - and
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cultural rather than elite accommodation - processes that contribute to cooperation between 
Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal cultures. Drawing on group differentiated citizenship theory, I 
also argue that achieving self-government is consistent with consociationalism because self- 
government requires both cultural autonomy and cultural accommodation, rather than relying 
either only on accommodation, the traditional non-Aboriginal position, or only on autonomy, the 
traditional non-urban Aboriginal position
Chapter Three is an in-depth examination of urban Aboriginal identity. I first investigate 
the diversity within the urban Aboriginal community and argue that while there is great diversity, 
it still exists as a separate cultural group. I then look at the association of the rural/urban 
dichotomy with the Aboriginal/non-Aboriginal dichotomy and argue that this association causes 
researchers to ignore the fact that many Aboriginal people actually prefer urban life; the category 
urban Aboriginal is invisible when these two dichotomies are so closely associated Since urban 
Aboriginal is one of the largest categories of Aboriginal people, maintaining this association is not 
useful when researchers are discussing urban Aboriginal self-government. I argue that when 
implementing urban Aboriginal self-government it is as important for researches to recognize the 
urban aspect of identity as it is for them to recognize the Aboriginal aspect. They are not 
mutually exclusive.
In the final chapter, I examine Native Friendship Centre programs, and assess their levels 
of consociation. I note contributions to both cultural autonomy, maintaining Aboriginal culture, 
and cultural accommodation, integrating Aboriginal culture with non-Aboriginal culture. I end the 
study with a summary of its key arguments and contend that existing institutions o f urban 
Aboriginal self-government could be expanded to accommodate the needs and aspirations of 
urban Aboriginal people. Finally, I highlight contributions to the study of urban Aboriginal self- 
government and propose several areas for further research.
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CHAPTERONE 
Problems for Investigation and Methodology
One of the greatest ironies in modem discussions of Aboriginal self-government in Canada is the 
lack of research on governing structures for Aboriginal people in urban areas. This is despite the 
high proportion of Aboriginal people who find themselves in the urban situation. In fact, much of 
the existing research on urban Aboriginal governance transposes or extends existing rural/reserve 
models to the urban environment. Assumptions behind this research include a) that the rural 
environment is the real home of Aboriginal people, b) that those who live in urban areas are just 
on a brief sojourn for a specific reason, and c) that reserves are the only governing institutions 
that can emerge from treaty processes. There is little understanding in the self-government 
literature that the urban environment is the primary home for many Aboriginal people.
In this chapter, I examine some demographic characteristics of the urban Aboriginal 
population and outline four models of urban Aboriginal self-government. I argue that an extension 
of the second model, the status quo plus a citywide urban Aboriginal governing body, is the most 
useful of the existing models to an analysis of urban Aboriginal self-government. In the final 
section, I discuss the methodology this study employs.
Some Demographics of Urban Aboriginal People
One important but often overlooked statistic regarding Aboriginal people is that approximately 
forty-five percent of them, according to the Royal Commission on Aboriginal People (RCAP), 
live in urban areas.' This statistic becomes even more important when one considers the 
arguments of John Richards. He suggests that the pull to the city is more than just economic or 
familial, and &at many urban Aboriginal people prefer life in the city and would not move 
(back?) to the reserve even if they were given the opportunity to do so.  ^Just as for so many rural
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dwellers throughout history, the urban environment is an appealing place to make a home.
The urban Aboriginal community exhibits other interesting features. The proportions of 
women and of young people are higher than 6)r most other communities Aat exist in urban areas, 
making single young women the largest group of Aboriginal people in the ci^.^ This means that
many women are single-parent heads-of-families, eighty to ninety percent of which live below 
the poverty line.“ Moreover, the urban Aboriginal community has twice the level of 
unemployment as the non-Aboriginal community,’ and a lower average level of education than the 
non-Aboriginal community. Four percent of Aboriginal people have post-secondary degrees 
compared with thirteen percent of non-Aboriginal people.® As well, a “significant gap remains 
with regard to high school or trades certificates, which are held by thirteen percent of the urban 
Aboriginal population and almost nineteen percent of non-Aboriginal residents.’” A closing point 
is that while many urban Aboriginal people live in poverty, there is also a substantial Aboriginal 
middle class in the city, which faces very different challenges and requires very different 
solutions from the Aboriginal lower class.* While there are problems shared by many urban 
Aboriginal people, substantial differences exist.
Substantial differences also exist in the makeup of urban Aboriginal cultural communities 
in different urban areas. According to RCAP, the urban Aboriginal scene differs between 
Saskatoon, where the vast majority of Aboriginal people come from Saskatchewan, and 
Edmonton, where thirty-seven percent* of Aboriginal people come from provinces other than 
Alberta. *“ It also differs between Regina, where eighty-six percent" of Aboriginal people identify 
with a specific Aboriginal group, and Montreal, inhere fifteen percent" of Aboriginal people 
identify with a specific Aboriginal group." Another example of difference is Vancouver, where 
the m^ority of Aboriginal peo^de do iwt belong to a grorq) covered by a treaty, and HaliAx, 
where the majority of Aboriginal people are covered by a treaty." In addition, cities like
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Montreal, Vancouver, and Calgary have greater proportions of Aboriginal people of mixed 
(Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal) origin than cities like Edmonton, Saskatoon, and Halifax. "  The 
Aboriginal e^qrerience in urban areas is as divase as Aboriginal people themselves. As the next 
section will demonstrate, authors interested in self-government often acknowledge this but do not 
use it as a theoretical starting point.
Current Conceptions of Urban Aboriginal Government
Richards argues that when Aboriginal people move from the reserve to the city, they may be 
“sacrificing some things that are culturally important in exchange for things that have always 
drawn people from rural to urban life; access to a wider variety of better jobs, more varied choice 
of amenities, better opportunities for their children, etc.”** This means that people who move to 
the city - Aboriginal people included - are forced to deal with tensions between two very 
different aspects of their identities, the more traditional rural aspect and the less traditional urban 
one. Distinguishing between these aspects is often more difficult for Aboriginal people than for 
non-Aboriginal people because Aboriginal identity is assumed to be very closely associated with 
rural, while non-Aboriginal identity is, especially on reserves, associated with urban. Associating 
Aboriginal with rural has led to “relatively little work which explores opportunities for 
Aboriginal people in cities.”*’ Evelyn Peters argues that “researchers exploring the possibilities of 
Aboriginal self-government have most often pointed out the difficulties in structuring and 
implementing self-government off a land base and concentrated on land base arrangements.”**
When Richards appeals for “a number of pragmatic policy options primarily directed at 
the urban situation,”*® he is calling on researchers to address the creation of urban Aboriginal 
governing situations and structures which recognize the complex interactions that take place 
within urban Aboriginal identities. As was mentioned previously, it is ironic that little of the
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existing research makes this link because Aboriginal people living in urban areas constitute one of 
the largest groups within the Aboriginal population of Canada. It is important to develop urban
models further because the urban context is the one in which many Aboriginal people function.
Many authors, including Wayne Helgason, Audrey Doerr, and Evelyn Peters, have done 
surveys of models for urban Aboriginal governance. The best classification of these models is 
noted in the work of Joseph Garcea.“  The first model is the status quo (many Aboriginal service 
agencies with no common governing body, also called the institutional modeP) described by 
Peters, Doerr, and C.E.S. Franks. Second is the status quo with a citywide Aboriginal governing 
body (this would include the advisory board modeP currently in practice in Calgary as outlined 
by Helgason and the co-management modeP advocated by RCAP). The third is the urban reserve 
model with governance separated from all other levels of government except the federal, outlined 
in the work of Helgason, Peters and Doerr. And last is the neighbourhood model where 
Aboriginal people could form the majority of people and of business/service owners/operators in 
specified urban areas, outlined by Helgason and Doerr. “ “[Little] of the work in this area fully 
realizes the potential complexity of creating self-governing institutions for Aboriginal people in 
urban areas’’^  because, I suggest, none concerns itself with the complexity of urban Aboriginal 
identity.
The Status Quo
Under the institutional model, the status quo outlined by Peters, Doerr and Franks, culturally 
appropriate services are offered either through the use of existing institutions or through the 
development of new institutions. Both types of institutions are dedicated to a specific aspect of 
Aboriginal life, swh as education or child & fiimily services. They are nwmally œ ated  w
improved by existing institutions, Wuch means that they are financially dependent on those
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other institutions, at least initially. As such, money and support are often conditional; funding 
and other sources of aid are precarious. There is a trade-off between the autonomy of these 
institutions (ftieir ability to function as self-government) and funding for their programs; in order 
to get funding, they may have to do \%hat the funding institution, whether it is government or
industry, thinks is necessary.
A second problem with this approach is that there is no way of coordinating Aboriginal 
services; some services may be duplicated while others may be forgotten entirely. In addition, 
without coordination among agencies, accessibility becomes an issue. For example, a 
concentration of Aboriginal people dealing with a particular issue in a particular geographical area 
may lead to the provision of particular services in that area. Not only may Aboriginal agencies in 
other areas of the city be unable to function in concert with this particular service provider, some 
people in the community who would benefit from and appreciate such a service may be unaware 
of it.
The Urban Aboriginal Governing Body
The involvement of a citywide Aboriginal body with the ability to coordinate and network 
between existing institutions could happen in a number of ways, according to Helgason and 
RCAP. An advisory board would be the easiest way to implement this kind of body because it 
would require minimal institutional change and no transfer or creation of jurisdiction. It would, 
however, require the institutionalization of Aboriginal advisory boards at all levels of decision­
making, presumably including city councils and provincial ministries; these boards would advise 
with the interests of Aboriginal people at heart. Aboriginal elders would be possible candidates 
for board membership, though deciding Wiich elders to choose would be easia^ in communities 
where one Aboriginal nation is dominant than in communities vdiere a plurality of Aboriginal
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nations exist. Elected officials are also a possibility, as are people appointed by existing bodies 
such as Friendship Centre Associations.
One major problem with the urban Aboriginal governing body model is that decision­
making remains within existing institutions and structures; Aboriginal people are given a greater 
amount of superficial representation but not necessarily more power. There is no guarmtee that 
existing bodies would have to listen to the advice given by these boards. If  existing bodies were to 
follow these boards’ advice, the boards would change from advisory bodies into negotiating 
bodies and would fall outside the scope of the advisory board model. In the end, these boards are 
little more than institutionalized interest groups.
According to Katherine Graham, RCAP, through its Urban Governance Working Group, 
“conceived of three possible approaches to improving governance for Aboriginal people in the 
urban context”” The first is basically the institutional approach and the third is certainly similar 
to the advisory board model. The second, however, looks to bring Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal 
people together and is called co-management.
[An] Aboriginal authority would enter into an agreement with a public government - local, 
provincial, or federal - to take responsibility for the essential aspects of Aboriginal culture 
that needed to be reflected in the delivery of a particular service or in the accomphshment 
of other aspects of urban governance, such as planning. Co-management agreements 
would be embedded in enabling legislation and negotiated agreements. They would be both 
long-term and evolutionary. The group envisioned co-management models emerging, 
initially, for the provision ofhigher-order services in fields such as education (post­
secondary) and health care (acute care). The co-management approach was also seen as 
responding to the need for some economies of scale in urban centres, where Aboriginal 
and non-Aboriginal populations were too small to justify parallel services.^
This model shares many problems with the advisory board model (e.g. it does not define who 
makes up the Aboriginal authority) but is valuable in that it recognizes the interdependence of 
Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people and the need for fundamental change in existing power 
structures.
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The Urban Reserve Model
Garcea, Helgason, Peters and Doerr agree that the mban reserve model bolds great promise.
According to Garcea, it provides an environment in which people can create strategic commercial 
locati(ms and can reap ample Snancial benehts, and a government structure with high qrmbolic 
significance for Aboriginal people.^ However, it is not clear for which Aboriginal people these 
reserves would be responsible. As was noted in the previous section, urban Aboriginal people 
range from status Indians to Metis to Aboriginal people who do not identify with a particular 
group. If reserves are to be based on membership in a particular group, which of these people 
would be excluded? What about Aboriginal people who migrate from other urban areas who 
require/desire culturally appropriate services? The question of who makes up the urban 
Aboriginal community is not answered under the urban reserve model, and it appears possible 
that if  it were, many urban Aboriginal people would be excluded.
This is not to say that the urban reserve model cannot be successful given the right 
circumstances. Michael Gertler, for example, argues that “Urban reserves can be created to serve 
any mix of residential, commercial, industrial, institutional, or cultural uses.”*® For the most part, 
however, they are primarily areas where Aboriginal people can conduct business;*' these reserves 
cannot exist without a sponsoring rural reserve,** and thus provide little more than a framework 
for rural Aboriginal community economic development.** Without denigrating the importance of 
economic development for rural Aboriginal communities, it is not clear how urban reserves would 
deal with specifically urban issues, especially if they were to conflict with the rural issues of the 
sponsor reserves. Claims that urban reserves bridge the urban/rural divide are questionable 
because, while they may find a place for the rural in the urban, they do not actually recognize the 
differences that come with beh% urban. In Chrqrter Three, I demonstrate that this is an important 
distinction to make when describing how urban Aboriginal governing structures should look.
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Further, even proponents of urban reserves have doubts about their ability to overcome 
oppression, be it racism or sexism. Gertler worries that urban reserves “may do little to fulfill a 
more egalitarian vision of Aboriginal urban self-government and development”” because there is 
no clearly defined role for women, and because the allotment of land within a city may lead to the 
further relegation of urban Aboriginal communities to ghettos. A separate location like an urban 
reserve is a decisive way for government officials to keep Aboriginal people separate from the 
rest of the community.
In addition, according to Carol LaPrairie, the Saskatchewan cities where urban reserves 
exist are distinctive in Canada in that many of the Aboriginal people who live there come from 
nearby reserves and encounter numerous family members and friends in the city.^ Other cities 
(Edmonton, for example) have many Aboriginal people that come from distant reserves and 
communities located in other provinces.”  It is hard to imagine an urban reserve being effective in a 
city where Aboriginal people first, were not all part of a coexisting community, and second, may 
have diverse reasons for coming to the city and thus different problems and concerns once they 
arrive there. Is the financial well-being of a Saskatchewan reserve going to hold importance for an 
Inuit mother? One wonders if the Saskatchewan urban reserve model would work outside of that 
province since, according to Alan Caims, the majority of Canada’s urban Aboriginal population 
“is fragmented and heterogeneous, and there is no urban Aboriginal leadership or organization 
with grass roots support to provide a focus.
The Neighbourhood ModeV*
The neighbourhood model is outlined by Helgason and Doerr and requires a geographic 
concentration of Aboriginal people in the city, all of vsiiom are supposed to own, rent or 
otherwise occiqy property in a particular neighbourhood of a particular urban area. Thus,
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Aboriginal businesses and institutions will be able to serve urban Aboriginal people from a 
culturally aware perspective. This model assumes that Aboriginal people have sufGcient fmancial 
means to help themselves and each other.
The biggest problem comes with the complete separation of Aboriginal and non-
Aboriginal people. As with the urban reserve model. Aboriginal people are ghettoized. This 
throws the ability of those using this model to overcome oppression into serious question 
because it asks them to ignore difference by keeping those who are different apart rather to work 
with and understand difference by bringing people who are different together. Further, the 
assumption that Aboriginal people are financially able is false. While there are Aboriginal people 
who are in a position to own and operate institutions dedicated to service provision, the vast 
majority of Aboriginal people in urban areas are poor. At the very best, this would make the 
neighbourhood model slow to develop. At worst, concentrating Aboriginal people facing similar 
challenges in specific areas of he city could exacerbate their problems.
Problems From the Literature
Three problems arise from the literature describing the various models of urban Aboriginal self- 
government. The first and most important is that it is not clear which people the urban 
Aboriginal community encompasses. Under the urban reserve model, for example, membership in 
an existing First Nation seems to be a requirement. This excludes a number of Aboriginal people 
who do not identify with a particular group. The second problem is that power does not lie with 
Aboriginal people unless something like an exclusionary urban reserve is created; power rests in 
existing non-Aboriginal institutions, with Aboriginal people playing mere advisory roles. The 
third problem is that there is no underlying theoretical foundation on which to base these models 
of government. Though some authors, most notably those from RCAP, suggest that some of the
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existing models might be implemented together, there is never an adequate explanation of why the 
models they advocate may work better together than others. A theoretical model that recognizes 
the diversity that exists within and among urban Aboriginal communities is necessary. This 
would enable researchers and policy makers to discover which of the different models would be 
best in each case.
Alan Caims elaborates more fully on the issue of an underlying theory. Writing on
Aboriginal government generally and the approach of RCAP specifically, he criticizes the current
underlying theory, labeled parallelism, as being one-sided.
The bias in the emerging parallelism paradigm toward strong recognition of Aboriginally 
and minimal recognition of the integration requirements of the political system reflects the 
pressures on many Aboriginal elites to behave as apostles of difference. Their goal is to 
achieve a modified exit, one rationale for which is their dissimilarity from the majority. In 
pursuing this goal, it is not their task to stress what they hold in common with other 
Canadians, which too easily gets redefined as a revival of the assimilation policy. They 
are not trying to break in. They are trying to break out. The adversarial politics of 
constitutional change - the rhetoric that appears to be necessary to carve out some 
distinct space for one’s people - puts a premium on the identification of difference. .. 
[However,] neither the assimilationist paradigm, nor the parallelism paradigm is capable 
of handling difference and similarity simultaneously. Neither, therefore, is an adequate 
recipe for a future constitutional order that needs to recognize difference and also 
recognize or reinforce similarity.®’
Caims’ criticisms are especially relevant in the urban context because of both the difficulty of 
defining who can be an urban Aboriginal person and the need to make use of existing institutions 
which may not be Aboriginal per say but which nevertheless benefit Aboriginal people.
Methodology
With this thesis, I argue that institutional mechanisms appropriate to the needs and aspirations of 
urban Aboriginal people already exist and could be expanded. I recognize the complex identities 
of urban Aboriginal people and use consociational theory to put urban Aboriginal self-
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government agencies, institutions and practices into a theoretical context. Consociational theory 
is especially useful for describing urban Aboriginal self-government in Canada when it is applied 
at the local or community level, which is already the primary locale for urban Aboriginal self- 
government. I use specific examples of particular Native Friendship Centres, existing community 
institutions, and their programs to illustrate this argument; the evidence I use in this thesis to 
determine how consociational the Centres’ programs are is the historical record drawn from both 
primary and secondary sources.
Because there is great diversity among urban Aboriginal people, scholars and planners 
must award sufficient consideration to cultural, historical, and environmental contexts in 
exploring the realities and future prospects of Aboriginal peoples. My primary objective is not to 
focus on particular solutions to particular problems, but rather to underscore the importance of 
cohesion among implemented models. This is important so that those who work with and within 
implemented models are clear about what the goals of those models specifically and of urban 
Aboriginal self-government more generally are. I argue that these goals include using the 
consociational framework to analyze community institutions such as Native Friendship Centres 
as governing institutions. As an underlying theory, consociationalism is useful when describing 
governing institutions and encourages us to reconsider much of what has been written on urban 
Aboriginal self-government.
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CHAPTER TWO
Autonomy, Accommodation, and Self-government
I start this chapter with an examination of consociationalism - including its two components 
autonomy and accommodation - and compare it with group differentiated citizenship theory. I 
then examine self-government theory and suggest that inter-govemment interaction 
(accommodation) is an important component of self-government. Following this, I discuss the 
importance of creating institutions dedicated to accommodation between cultures. I conclude that 
cultural autonomy and cultural accommodation, the cornerstones of a revised consociationalism, 
are the best means for achieving urban Aboriginal self-government.
Consociationalism
Traditional consociationalism, defended by theorists such as Arend Lijphart, has two sides: elite 
accommodation and cultural autonomy. It recognizes the importance of cultural autonomy and is 
realistic in accepting a role for the elite in organization. However, the revised consociationalism of 
this thesis - community consociationalism - rejects elite accommodation. I argue that elite 
accommodation is obsolete in light of both theories of self-government and discussions of cultural 
and political identity, and replace it with cultural accommodation to create community 
consociationalism. Elite accommodation occurs when the elite work together to ensure that 
culturally appropriate services are provided for all people; cultural accommodation occurs when 
members of cultural groups themselves work together to ensure that culturally appropriate 
services are provided for all people. The difference is like that between a lecture, where the 
professor directs the discussion, and a seminar, where the students direct the discussion for 
themselves. Both instructional settings provide education; however, in the former, students rely 
on the professor and can choose to take active or passive roles. In the latter, on the other hand.
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students must take an active role. Community consociationalism is not a theory of elite 
accommodation and cultural autonomy. It is a theory of cultural accommodation and cultural 
autonomy. Under community consociationalism, it is the members of cultural groups themselves 
that must come into accommodation with each other rather than relying on the elite to do so.
Consociationalists are dedicated to providing a framework where people of different 
nationalities can achieve peace within a single state. A state with multiple nationalities, one that 
would benefit from consociationalism, is "in the strictest sense a medley [of peoples], for they 
mix but do not combine.”^ Further, “it is in the nature of consociational democracy, at least 
initially, to make plural societies more thoroughly plural. Its approach is not to abolish or 
weaken segmental cleavages but to recognize them explicitly and to turn the segments into 
constructive elements of stable democracy.”'** Consociationalists are interested in protecting 
minority cultures through use of the elite because members of different cultures would not 
otherwise engage with each other.
In establishing consociationalism, Arend Lijphart uses two criteria when describing 
modem democracies;*  ^ they can be either fragmented or homogeneous and either coalescent or 
competitive. These criteria combine to create four types of democracies: depoliticized, 
centripetal, centrifugal, and consociational. Depoliticized democracies, those which are 
homogeneous and coalescent, do not really exist because they do not require politics or 
government. Centripetal and centrifugal democracies, homogeneous and fragmented in turn, are 
dangerously unstable due to their competitive natures: centripetal democracies are always moving 
towards domination by the centre while centrifugal democracies are always moving towards 
division. Lijphart therefore focuses on consociational democracies.
A consociational democracy is fragmented, meaning that there are isolated 
cultural/religious/linguistic segments within it, but is also coalescent, which means that those
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segments are willing to work together to reach consensus.® “Consensus is neither strong nor 
extensive and all issues have to be negotiated by national leaders”® who are representatives o f 
cultural segments and meet to negotiate issues of importance to all segments. Four institutions are 
thus necessary for the maintenance of consociational democracy: the grand coalition, the mutual 
veto, proportionality, and segmental autonomy in internal affairs. The second and fourth of 
Lijphart’s institutions are meant to maintain the integrity of the segments within the democracy 
while the first and third are designed to accommodate across the segments.
“Elite cooperation is the primary distinguishing feature of consociational democracy”® 
and is primarily achieved through the grand coalition; “There are two vital matters: not ju s t . . . 
‘The extent to which party leaders are more tolerant than their followers,’ but also the extent to 
which they ‘are yet able to carry them along.’”® Political parties are an integral means of attaining 
elite cooperation, through grand coalitions, and of attaining proportionality, through the 
proportional representation of parties in government. Proportional representation ensures that 
minority groups are neither over nor under represented within the grand coalition that makes up 
the government.
Critics of consociationalism suggest that the importance of elite cooperation to the model 
is indicative of different, non-segmental problems in society and that the emphasis on national 
identities and cultures obscures people’s sense of alienation from the government Ronald Kieve, 
for example, argues that the elite factor in consociationalism may be indicative of class cleavages. 
The “hierarchy of divisions in modem societies is such that as the primary divisions (class 
antagonisms) become politicized, the second-order divisions (ethnic, religious, cultural, racial, and 
linguistic cleavages) are superseded precisely because the specific political form that they take is 
determined by the class structure of that society.”® In examining Lijphart’s prime (xmsociatitmal 
example of the Netherlands, he questions the extent to which “the procedures of
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accommodationist politics are really necessary for the maintenance of democratic stability.”**
Mark McGovern, writing on Irish republicanism, makes a similar argument: “the 
distinction between liberal conceptions of ethnic diSerentiation and post modem thinking
ethnic pluralism has become increasingly blurred.”*’ Individual identities are complex and cannot 
be encapsulated by one category, be it Irish Catholic, Inuit, or English Canadian. Other aspects of 
peoples' identities (i.e. those not protected by consociational procedures) may have more to do 
with oppression and poor living standards than those which are protected by consociational 
procedures (i.e. those which are most politically obvious). It is important to recognize how 
different social identities intersect; if cleavages cross-cut each other, they strengthen society. As I 
will note in Chapter Three, urbanism and Aboriginality cross-cut. However, just as Kieve’s 
Marxist critique places class cleavages ahead of others, so does McGovern's. Despite his interest 
in the complexity of multiple identities, he argues that “To pursue a truly pluralist agenda [Irish 
Republicans] should be seeking to relegate the role of communal culturalism and reinvigorate a 
commitment to class politics.”
Lijphart responds to this kind of critic by stating that “the elitism of consociational 
democracy should not be compared with a theoretical - and naive - ideal of equal power and 
participation by all citizens but with the degree of elite predominance that is the norm in 
democratic regimes of all kinds.’”” While one may still question the effectiveness of the elite, the 
important point is that some sort of accommodation between segments is important to the 
functioning of a consociational democracy. McGovern’s point is that one must recognize the 
characteristics that segments may have in common in order to ensure that situations of 
oppression, violence, and conflict will be handled through the addressing of the most relevant 
cleavages. Lijphart argues that elite accommodation is the best vehicle for this, but it is not 
necessarily the only vehicle.
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Tobias Theiler, writing on the consociational nature of the European Union, argues that it 
is only through cultural difference that cultures are able to interact
[Cjultuial cleavages between the diSerent constituent segments have stayed unabated, and
these segments enjoy far-reaching autonomy in such domains of high cultural and 
“identitive” relevance as audiovisual and education. And it is this very factor that has 
enabled their members to take part in economic and political integration without fear of 
losing their separate cultural identities in the process.*'
Theiler rejects the elitist aspect of accommodation and argues that strong cultural differences 
allow people secure interaction with others in society. This is cultural accommodation.
The other side of the consociational coin is the maintenance of the cultural integrity of the 
segments within the broader society. As was noted previously, “it is in the nature of 
consociational democracy, at least initially, to make plural societies more thoroughly plural. Its 
approach is not to abolish or weaken segmental cleavages but to recognize them explicitly and to 
turn the segments into constructive elements of stable democracy.”” In fact, “Especially in the 
realm of cultural affairs - education and communication - segmental autonomy [has the potential 
to] become very extensive.””
Using the example of Malaysia, Donald Horowitz points out the dangers o f superficial 
segmental autonomy.” In order to preserve their culture under Chinese economic dominance, the 
Malays insisted that their cultural symbols (flags, etc.) be the national cultural symbols. The 
Chinese were willing to accept this because they continued to be dominant economically. In the 
end, however, the Malays were not happy with their limited segmental autonomy and their 
forcing of more expanded interests in government and economy led to the collapse of 
consociationalism in Malaysia. “What matters, then, is not just the existence or size o f the flanks 
[segments], but how they are composed”” and, I suggest, what powers they have. Protecting the 
integrity of a segment involves more than just symbolic cultural protection
Steven Wilkinson addresses a similar issue in the context of India. He argues that during
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the era which Lijphart describes as India’s consociational period, India was actually not 
consociational and that the lower levels of ethnic violence reported during this period had more to 
do widi non-consociarional government ;wx)grams; consociation did not contribute to the decrease 
in edmic violence. Since then, during its nwHxmsociatimial p ^o d , India has actually become
more consociational while the level of ethnic violence has increased. This is because:
[Ejthnicity is multidimensional and oppositional - multidimensional because an individual 
is usually a member of several different ethnic groups simultaneously and oppositional 
because an individual’s ethnicity is defined by oppositions to another ethnic group that 
seems to be blocking access to economic resources or political power. This second point 
about the oppositional nature of ethnic identity is important because, even if 
consociational settlements ensure an equal distribution of state resources across groups, 
the distribution of state resources within groups tends to be unequal.**
If resources are not actually distributed among the people, consociation will not do anyone much 
good. As well, Wilkinson notes that it is important for consociationalists to recognize the 
similarities among people's identities as well as the differences.
Lijphart responds to Horowitz by arguing that Malaysia had no history of segmental 
autonomy,*’ insinuating that its so-called consociational government was based entirely on 
Chinese dominance over the Malays. With regard to Wilkinson, Lijphart would argue that the 
segments in India were not practicing autonomy correctly, that they were not providing a cultural 
context suitable for all members of their cultural segment. The broader points are that 
consociationalism cannot be imposed on a culture that does not want to be a part of it and that 
unless it actually improves the lives it is intended to improve, there is no point to it. Members of 
different cultural grotq» must be secure in their own culture and must want to be a part of the 
consociational democracy and must benefit finom its existence in order for it to be stable.
Identity and Consociationalism
My concept o f identity has two parts. The fust is internal to the]person and cam be e^qpressed as
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“I identify myself as x.” The second part is external and can be expressed as “Others identify me 
as b.” When x and b are the same, a person has that identity. Culture is integral to both sides of 
identity. In terms of internal identity, culture gives people contexts in which to find/use their 
identities: I ainxilxscauise I share traits with others who are x and do rwot wnitli<)thKan5i*dioauR:;y. Ibi 
terms of external identity, cultures give people contexts in/from which they can identify others: 
that person is b because he/she shares traits with others who are b and does not with others who 
are a. Both internal and external identity must be analyzed to determine a particular person’s 
identity.
Wbm identity is associated with a particular configuration of customs, education,
experience, and community, it is cultural identity (e.g. a Canadian cultural identity in which all 
customs, education, experience, and community are associated with Canada the nation and the 
Canadian people). Cultural identities are not fixed sets of rules which one must follow if one 
wants to use them. Rather they are broad categories of identities which can be more (French- 
Canadian) or less (North American) specific. The level of identity specificity depends on the 
context in which one uses an identity. When traveling in Africa, for example, one might use the 
Canadian or North American identity to distinguish oneself from Swedes or Malaysians. When 
traveling within Canada, on the other hand, one might call oneself Québécois, African Canadian, 
or British Columbian. Identity is not about membership in a cultural community; rather, it is 
about using cultural community memberships to identify oneself in relation to other cultural 
contexts.
This last point is especially important when discussing complex cultural identities - i.e. 
those where a person share customs, education, experiences and community with two or more 
cultural communities. In this case, identity is about how a person negotiates/iustifres/e^qrlains/ 
understands membership in more than one cultural community. A Francophone British
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Columbian, for example, comes to an understanding of her identity when she discovers vAere and 
how she can express the French language and culture within a predominantly English speaking 
community. Fler culture is neither purely FraiKophone nor purely British Columbian; she is a 
French speaking person in an Bighsh speaking place and both of Aose aspects ofherldeinfonn 
her identity.
Cultural identity becomes political identity when the members of a particular cultural 
group feel that they must deal with the state in a more aggressive and structured manner. Often 
oppression or the perception thereof is the impetus for these more aggressive and structured 
dealings. Not all cultural identities become political identities; neither were all political identities 
once exclusively cultural (sexual and gender identities are the most notable examples). However, 
political identities that have a cultural component are often the most politically volatile because 
of their nationalistic undertones (e.g. our culture is so strong, long-standing and important that we 
need politics and thus a nation of our own). Cultural identities are active (they develop as groups 
of people realize they share customs, education, experiences, and communities) while political 
identities are reactive (thqr lequiie Aat an external political bo(^ have done smnething to 
necessitate their existence). In short, cultural identities become political identities # ien  they 
interact in an organized way with the state.
Identity is generalization - no identity or group of identities can adequately describe a 
whole person - and, as such, is a two-edged sword. While generalizations are sometimes useful 
when identifying how to meet the needs of people who share customs, education, experiences, 
and communities, they can often create challenges for people who do not quite fit. Aboriginal 
identity as currently defined by maxty sdmlars arxl political leaders is too much of a 
generalization; it does not take into account urban Aboriginal people. Similarly, urban identity is 
too much of a generalization; it does not take into account how Aboriginal people may be
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different from others. As such, political leaders who subscribe to the general Aboriginal and 
uAan identities (examples exist at all levels of govenmoit in Canada) ignwe urban Aboriginal
people. By making policy that accepts only the ‘rural equals Aboriginal’ generalization and/or the 
‘urban equals not Aborigmal’ generalization, urban Aboriginal people are essentially unmade 
politically; they do not exist. The urban Aboriginal cultural identity that grew as urban Aboriginal 
people worked together to meet their own needs thus becomes a political identity as it attempts 
to have its voice heard within broader Canadian politics. Consociationalism is a practical method 
for structuring political identities.
Group Differentiated Citizenship
There are tensions among theorists who discuss identity; Iris Marion Young and Will Kymlicka 
are good examples of different positions on the relative importance of group and individual rights. 
As a liberal theorist, Kymlicka places the most importance on individual rights while Young has a 
greater concern for group rights because she is, among other things, concerned with ending 
oppression against people of different social groups. These political positions seem to be 
irreconcilable, and it may indeed be that they are; however, this kind of tension exists outside of 
academic discourse in the lived identities of people. People often have to choose between a) 
pursuing their own rights and b) giving up personal rights for the benefit of a group of which they 
are a part. Both activities can contribute to the development of political identity.
According to Kymlicka, Canadian Aboriginal people “face unequal circumstances even 
before they make their choices about which projects [i.e. life choices] to pursue.”’* The ability of 
Aboriginal people to pursue their well-being is limited by inequality that is beyond their control. 
According to this position, in order to bring the well-being-pursuing ability of Aboriginal people 
up to a level equal with everyone else, their circumstances must be changed. This may be done by
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granting them protections different from those granted to others such as, for example, the specific 
to be educated in their own language.
Iris Marion Young further defends the granting of difrerent protections. She argues that
“defining citizenship as generality [i.e. requiring all people to be a part of the dominant culture of 
individualism] avoids and obscures [the] requirement that all experiences, needs, and perspectives 
on social events have a voice and are respected.”” According to her, the ability to pursue a 
perspective on social events (her definition of a culture) is something that each individual 
possesses:
Where some groups are privileged and others oppressed, the formulation of law, policy, 
and the rules of private institutions tend to be biased in favor of the privileged groups, 
because their particular experience implicitly sets the norm. Thus, where there are group 
differences in capacities, socialization, values, and cognitive and cultural styles, only 
attending to such differences can enable the inclusion and participation of all groups in 
political and economic institutions.*®
Group-differentiated protections attend to cultural differences and enable inclusion, participation, 
and the pursuance of well-being.
Kymlicka places this kind argument in a liberal democratic context the abili^ to pursue 
membership in a cultural community - i.e. have a cultural identity - is an individual right. 
Kymlicka’s argument, however, also advances the idea that unequal circumstances challenge the 
concept of equal rights and demonstrates how group-differentiated protections can improve 
unequal circumstances: “while the individual members of Aboriginal communities do not have 
more resources at their disposal than other Canadians to pursue their individual life-plans, the 
community has the collective capacity to preempt majority decisions which undermine the 
community’s existence.Cultural membership provides a context in which individuals can make 
individual choices. This makes cultural membaship - and any pmtectimis (for Kymlicka, 
presumably protections in the form of group rights) necessary to its preservation - compatible
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with liberal democracy because the individual and the individual’s choices are still at root. It does 
not mean that group membership never conflicts with individual choices. “The survival of a 
culture is not guaranteed, and, where it is threatened with debasement or decay, we must act to 
protect it. Cultures are valuable, not in and of themselves, but because it is only through having 
access to a societal culture that people have access to a range of meaningful options.”® A strong 
cultural context helps Aboriginal people have the capacity to makes decisions to change their 
own circumstances. Protecting cultural identities allows people the option of creating political 
identities.
Following a similar argument, James Tully writes that:
The quest for justice of Aboriginal peoples... illustrates the ‘tangled’ nature of modem 
political identity. It is not simply that there is a plurality of cultures and legal forms in 
many modem societies, but also that [those] cultures overlap and interact. The Aboriginal 
peoples, for instance, do not wish to return to their pre-invasion political identities, nor 
could they if they so wished. They have interacted culturally for over 400 years with 
[non-Aboriginal people] and the cultures on both sides have been deeply shaped by this 
ongoing interaction. Cultures in diverse societies are neither sharply bounded, 
homogeneous nor static; they [form] a cluster of intercultuial relations negotiated and 
renegotiated over time.®
Choosing between individual rights and group rights - the political identity standpoint - is not the 
way to protect minority cultures; it is rather a question of recognizing that both are important 
and that they are interrelated - the cultural identity standpoint.
Group Differentiation & Consociation
Within consociationalism, two opposing forces meant to balance each other in order to achieve 
stability exist: autonomy and accommodation. Kymlicka questions the use of two such opposite 
ideals: “Consociationalists treat minority r i^ ts  as a response to the lack of a moral consensus, a 
way of preventing the lack of consensus from deteriorating into political instability, rather than
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as an independently justified liberal theory.”®* It is difficult to know if Kymlicka is rejecting 
consociational models of government outright or if he simply has a problem with their theoretical 
bases. A consociational model that respects Kymlicka's liberal minority protections theory can
be developed.
The basic premise of this theory is that cultures need to be protected so that individuals, 
who are dependent on cultural contexts for their decision-making abilities, are able to make 
individual choices. In terms of consociationalism, this means that segmental autonomy needs to 
be protected so that members of the segments are able to participate in those aspects of society 
(i.e. exercizing individual rights) which they have in common with those who exist in different 
segments (i.e. cultural accommodation). Segmental autonomy and accommodation are not in 
opposition to one another. In fact, one (accommodation) depends on the success of the other 
(autonomy).
With this discussion, I put what the critics have to say about consociationalism in a new 
light. It is a problem when the elite dominates because if it is the only group with the tolerance 
and understanding to bridge the gaps between segments then there is nothing substantial holding 
the segments together. This is political identity at work. But if cultural contexts and individuals 
who are comfortable with their own identities are developed through segmental autonomy, 
people will be able to participate in those aspects of policy that bridge the gaps between 
segments because they will not be so concerned with protecting themselves. This is cultural 
identity at work. The elite is thus not the only group with enough tolerance and understanding to 
bridge gaps; however, it can be the one chosen to do so.
Similarly, with the development of the cultural contexts that come with segmental 
autonomy, people will be more likely to see the benefits of accommodation. This may be because 
they will be less likely to see other segments as threats to their cultural integrity. As Robert
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Nisbet suggests, Wien people get more in touch with their local communities, they will feel less 
alienated 6om the broader society.'' With this position, I acknoWedge concerns about siqierGcial 
segmental autonomy and elite accommodation, and call for cultural autonomy (pro&und 
segmental autonomy) and cultural accommodation, an ideal Aat has much in common with
Charles Taylor’s ideal of deep diversity. What people need to do in order to achieve both the 
ideals of cultural accommodation and deep diversity can be outlined as follows. As Taylor argues, 
cultures "that have ^ v id e d  the horizon of meaning for large numbers o f human beings, of 
diverse characters and temperaments, over a long period of time . . .  have something that deserves 
our admiration and respect, even if it goes along with much that we have to abhor and reject.”* 
He continues, “We only need a sense of our own limited part in the whole human story to accept 
. . .  a willingness to be open to comparative cultural study of the kind that must displace our 
horizons in the resulting fusion. . .  What it requires above all is an admission that we are very far 
away from that ultimate horizon where the relative worth of different cultures might be 
evident”'  ^ We do not need to understand or participate in other cultures to achieve cultural 
accommodation. We do need to accept the fact that if other people choose to pursue a culture 
then there must be something in that culture worth pursuing and thus worth protecting. Cultural 
accommodation requires that we trust others to make their own cultural decisions.
The previous discussion has, like all theoretical constructs, a rather idealistic tone: if 
people become more understanding then the world will be a better place. However, 
consociationalism does offer some realistic solutions to the problems of fragmented societies. 
Consociationalists have suggested and evaluated many versions of different democratic 
institutions from around the world. On top of that, Canadian society is no stranger to 
GonsociatianalisnL* Canadian governments can implement consociational strategies through Ae 
modification of existing institutions rather than through the creation of new ones.
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Avigail Eisenberg addresses both group differentiated citizenship and consociationalism,
along with Dahl’s theory of interest-group pluralism (a theory not applicable to culturally
segmented societies, as is the case with Aboriginal people in Canada), and notes that in practice
they need not be mutually exclusive. "For instance, Kymlicka’s suggestions for creating a society
that values profound segmental autonomy can be pursued alongside governing processes that
require elite bargaining and collaboratioiL”® She then goes on to outline the strengths and
weaknesses of each theory.
As with so many critics, Eisenberg’s problem with consociationalism has to do with its
elite-driven processes. She writes, “the usefulness of this model depends on whether evidence
exists that the involvement of the citizenry will significantly impede peaceful coexistence.”™
However, public institutions of cultural accommodation can replace the elite as vehicles for
accommodation. Consociationalism thus "takes social cohesion seriously and offers a practical
means by which collaborative agreements can be reached in conflict-ridden situations.”
With regard to group differentiated citizenship theory, Eisenberg writes that:
The main drawback of the theory is that [its] requirements might be too onerous for some 
societies. The model presupposes . .. [societies] that are not so segmented or scarred by 
cultural animosity that promoting interaction between minorities.. . will either be 
hopeless or disastrous. While this model is very useful in offering a detailed set of 
proposals for governance in a multinational and multicultural society, the societies to 
which it could possibly apply are those which are already fairly cohesive ..
According to Eisenberg, consociationalism and group differentiated citizenship theory 
complement each other. Consociationalism's elite or superficial diversity is deepened by group 
differentiated citizenship theory, while the latter is given practical application by the former.
Self-government
Self-government is first, fundamentally different fi’om the modem nation-state and second,
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effective only when it functions at a level as close to the people as possible. As Nisbet argues;
The conflict between the central power of the political state and the whole set of 
functions and authorities contained in church, family, guild and local community has been 
. .. the main source of those dislocations of social structure and uprootings of status 
which lie behW  the problem of communia in our age. . .  [T]he state has risen as the 
dominant institutional force in our socie^ and the most evocative symbol of cultural 
unity and purpose."
According to this argument, people are not able to recognize the value of working within a 
functioning local community because they believe that nation-states, rather than the people with 
whom they live closely, are the main bearers of responsibility for community well-being.
Tom Flanagan’s argument about current Aboriginal self-government arrangements in 
Canada” has much to contribute to this line of criticism. In discussing the size of Aboriginal 
communities, he notes that there simply are not enough qualified people living in Aboriginal 
communities to staff a government. Similarly, Aboriginal communities do not have the capacity 
to fund themselves through either taxation or resource exploitation As well, current governing 
institutions (what Flanagan labels the chief and council model) concentrate power with a non- 
responsive elite. Finally, the expected scope of Aboriginal governments is beyond the capabilities 
of such small communities. These four characteristics (which Flanagan labels the inherent 
problems of self-government, all of which are interpreted here as demonstrating the impossibility 
of applying separate and independent governments to Aboriginal communities) are based on, I 
argue, the erroneous assumption that a nation has the same capabilities as a state. The simplistic 
solution to these problems is to create a new state - people “habitually tie the concept of ‘nation’ 
so closely to that of ‘state’ that they find it difficult to use it in relation to ethnic groups within a 
state.”” But, as Flanagan argues, this often occurs without consideration for the resources the 
nation has available.
According to Robert Perrin, Nisbet “favors a political state that recognizes ‘a pluralism of
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functions and loyalties in the lives of its people,’ that actively seeks decentralization because it 
values 'cultural autonomy’ and 'spontaneous association and creation’ over monolithic power
and intractable bureaucratic decree.”" This means that there is a need for the recognition o f the 
complex identities that individuals have and, by extension, for encouraging the development of
the Aboriginal at the local level, though not at the expense of, for example, the feminine, the
middle-aged, or the heterosexual. The modem nation-state does not, and in fact cannot, deal
effectively with these issues of identity, which are important to the well-being of the individual. I
agree with Nisbet and argue that decentralized local self-government, in the form of families,
churches, guilds, and local community organizations, is the only effective way to self-govem.
Young also writes that local self-government is important in the maintenance and
development of identities. She, however, places it in a modem global context and writes that:
Those who theorize the importance of recognizing distinct peoples in politics are right to 
emphasize a principle of self-determination. Today we still tend to interpret this 
principle, however, as the claim for a right to an independent sovereign state.”
Young argues that in a global society, there is no way to insulate oneself from everyone else in 
the world; we cannot all live in independent sovereign states. Applying this argument, I propose 
that self-government must be combined with some form of coordination across communities.
In her description of local government in Russia, Liudmila Lapteva contrasts local 
government, the local incarnation of the broader nation-state, with local self-government which 
“applies to the individual political units (‘subjects’) of the Russian Federation and covers both 
state (public) and social (private or civil) institutions.”” Local government institutions tell people 
what to do (dominance) while local self-government institutions ask people what to do (non­
dominance); local self-government is a more effective method for determining the will of the 
people. It can also function as a way of coordinating local interests “with the tasks and interests 
of the central government in general.”" Local self-government can exist in concert with a broader
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state government if self-govemors use that state to coordinate with other self-governments.
Here we are faced with the issue of institutions and how they are inqx)rlant to the 
interactions of people and peoples wMun a given socie^. "The presumed exteriority [Le. the 
extent to Wiich we see things as separate 6om ourselves] of institutions to human beings has led
to an unreal differentiation between institutions and the concrete purposive strivings of 
individuals who live in terms of intellectual goals and moral rules.”” Institutions are not benign 
places upon which people act; their structures affect the way people do business.
Young suggests that institutions are useful in encouraging urban citizens to interact in 
terms of both the immediate local community and the broader global context. She calls for the 
creation of institutions for discussion and communication at the local level.*® The “ general idea of 
linking civic institutions more directly to state institutions in formal processes of decision­
making, representation, and review may help us to conceptualize how strong states can be better 
used for promoting ends of democracy, justice and well-being.”*' Effective institutions are the 
best way to ensure that local self-governments and broader state governments function in concert.
Sibohan Harty writes that “arguments for self-determination are about self-government 
and autonomy, and should not be viewed as arguments for an automatic right to cultural 
preservation.”*^ While the question of rights is an important one, it is also quite complicated. 
Harty suggests that it is not only possible but necessary to justify self-government without 
delving into rights-based arguments. However, if arguments for self-government are not based on 
the right to cultural preservation but arc, especially in the case of Canadian Aboriginal people, 
based on the importance of cultural preservation, how can they be phrased so that they are 
acceptable to those interested in promoting self-determination and self-government?
The answer takes two Arrms. The Srst comes 6om the legal ri^rts arxl responsibilities 
arguments of Dallin Oaks. He suggests “that we have tried to promote too many societal goals
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through lights and have given too little attention to responsibilities . . . [which] include such 
familiar virtues as tolerance, trustfulness, benevolence, patriodsm, respect for human and civil 
lights, participation in the democratic process, and devotion to the common good.*^ Instead "of 
exploring new ways to enfwce nondiscrimination rights, we might be more efkctive by searching
for new ways to win hearts to the proposition that each of us has a responsibility to treat 
persons on their own merits as children of God, whatever their race, creed, color, sex, or national
origin.”**
Taylor agrees; "[Wjhat we have is the presumption of equal worth; a stance we take in
embarking on the study of the other. Perhaps we don't need to ask whether it's something that
others can demand from us as a right. We might simply ask whether this is the way we ought to
approach others."*’ Individuals who want to pursue a particular culture, especially in harmony
with others, should be allowed to do so simply because others respect their desire to do so. In
turn, out of respect for others, they will evaluate which aspects of their culture are acceptable
within the broader societal context. Evidence that this is true comes from the research of Marlene
Wells and J.W. Beny who note that non-Aboriginal people who received some information about
Aboriginal ways of life were more likely to support the general concept of Aboriginal self-
government than those who did not*®
Writing on Aboriginal pride events, Murray Angus suggests a way this might be possible;
Instead of merely trying to educate non-Natives about Native people and their concerns 
as in the past, [Aboriginal groups] could use these opportunities to stimulate critical 
thinking in the middle class about its current circumstances, and the forces bearing down 
on it  This could be done through workshops at the local church or community level, with 
the backing of materials designed for sharing the analysis.*’
Specific events, times, and places could be used as opportunities to bridge cultural gaps and bring 
people to a better understanding of one another.
The second way to defend self-government without using a rights-based argument comes
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from the work of Tom Pocklington, who advocates a well-being approach. He argues that a
rights-based approach “takes moral rights as fundamental to political argument”,” but that this
need not necessarily be the case:
The well-being approach considers practices, institutions, and policies as better the more 
they promote (or the less they inhibit) the well-being of the people affected by them. 
‘Well-being’ is not used here in the narrow, utilitarian sense to refer to a maximum balance 
of pleasure over pain. It is used as a ‘convoy concept’ to refer to all the qualities of life 
that make life better rather than worse. It is assumed here that some components of a 
good life, such as knowledge and loving parents, are transcultural, while others, such as 
membership in an extended family and punctuality, are culture-specific. This perspective 
ignores the distinction between very general requirements of a good life, such as having 
close friends, and very particular ones, such as owning electrical appliances. It 
concentrates on the quality of people’s lives rather than their entitlements. It is goal- 
oriented rather than entitlement-oriented. ”
Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people alike should pursue their own cultures in such a way as 
improves their own well-being and does not impinge on the well-being of others.
Combining the two approaches to non-rights-based self-government, helps one to create 
an argument similar to that of the group differentiated citizenship theorists. Cultural preservation 
is necessary to the well-being of individuals because culture enables people to function in society, 
functioning in a liberal democratic society like Canada means fulfilling one's role as a citizen. In 
order to fulfill one's role as a citizen, both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people have a 
responsibility to respect the ways members of the other cultures pursue their well-being. 
Respecting the way others practice and protect their cultures, therefore, becomes one way in 
which a person can practice and protect their own culture in a liberal democratic society. Thus, 
the preservation of minority cultures becomes the way in which all people, not just those 
belonging to the minority culture, can pursue their well-being. (With this argument, I assume that 
pursuing one’s well-being includes fulfilling one’s role as a citizen, something that is necessary 
for the successful functioning of democracy.)
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In the end, self-government does not only involve the self. It also involves relating with 
the other selves that exist in the world, be they oAer people in the same conununi^ or those in 
oAer communities. This makes defining who die self is in self-government less important because
the purpose of culturally specific self-government becomes the betterment of all, not just the 
betterment of a culturally-specified group. Phrased another way, the promotion of self- 
government is not only for the betterment of the particular self-governing group but also for the 
betterment of those who may be either partly or entirely outside of the self-governing 
community. This allows for those whose identities may be complex to take advantage of self- 
governing services without having to modify or misrepresent their identities; it encompasses the 
conception of urban Aboriginal identify I outline in the following chapter.
Cultural Accommodation
With regard to the French/English cleavage, “The extent to which consociationalism has 
developed in Canada is quite remarkable because the conditions for it have generally not been 
favourable.”®® Matthew Mendelssohn, in studying the circumstances of the Charlottetown 
Accord, however, is skeptical. He writes that “executive federalism [what he identifies as 
Canada’s brand of elite accommodation] is discredited and has been replaced by a populist 
requirement for accommodation in favour of a majoritarianism [i.e. majority rule] which is unable 
to deal adequately with the problems of a multinational federation like Canada.’” * It "is not that 
[the elite] or the public are any more or less capable of accommodation, only that one [the elite] 
has institutions and the other [the public] does no t”"'
One might question the labeling of executive federalism as elite accommodation, but 
identifying a need for institutions which engage the genmal public in accmnmodatkm is good. 
Though he never states it explicitly, Mendelssohn is arguing for an new kind of institutional
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consociationalism, one where public rather than elite institutions are the vehicles for 
accommodation. Institutions he suggests include names like deliberative polls, citizen juries, stake 
holders’ conferences, people’s conventions, and constituent assemblies.
Outlining what he calls a rational-institutional e)q)lanation of political stabili^, Hans 
Keman argues that “collective actors tend to pursue societal interests rationally through actions 
that are shaped by existing or evolving institutions.”^ As with Mendelssohn, the point is that 
without proper institutions, accommodation is not going to be as effective as it could be. Using 
this approach to describe consociationalism, Keman offers three institutional requirements: 
“First, cooperative behaviour can only be implemented by [government] which is effectively 
controlled by means of mutual commitments agreed upon beforehand.”” Second, the 
representation of minorities must be guaranteed through an institutional design “related to the 
operational procedures that transform the outcomes of collective decision-making into credible 
commitments that can be monitored by all actors (here: minorities) involved.”” Third, “societal 
actors must be able to organize their own segment politically in order to govern by means of 
cooperative behaviour”” within a system of proportionality.
Michael Asch makes a similar argument, though he is more inclined than Mendelssohn to 
use institutions that already exist. “Consociation, as outlined in the Canadian constitution, is 
based on the ability of an ethnonational [i.e. nationality with a strong ethnic component] segment 
to control public institutions through its majority status within a political jurisdiction.”” Both 
Quebec and Nunavut fit this description. Ailing into what Asch labels the northern approach. 
The southern approach “advocates the explicit entrenchment of political rights and hence the 
establishment of a third order of sovereign government based on an ethnonationally segmented 
constituency.”"  The arrangement laid out in the Nisga’a Treaty is an example of this. The 
problem with both of these approaches is that urban Aboriginal people do not and cannot have
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majority status within a political jurisdiction. The public institutions they use are almost always 
the same ones as other people who live within a particular urban area.
Though not writing about the urban Aboriginal context, Asch describes how a situation
where members of different cultures have to exist in the same space might work:
Citizenship is avowedly incorporated on the basis of complete universalism [i.e. everyone 
is the same and is entitled to the same things]. However, the state provides consociational 
institutions that are used to accommodate segmental political rights, albeit in an oblique 
manner. . .  the principle of equality of consideration is always manifestly universalistic. 
However, in reality, means are found to limit its applicability.*'
As well, “all that entrenchment would require is a degree of flexibility in [the] organizing 
institutions of government.””®
The recurring question of institutions is an interesting one. John H. Hylton suggests that 
the policy areas of most concern to Aboriginal people are health, education, child and family 
policy, justice, labour, and economic development Corresponding institutions would include 
hospitals, schools, social service offices, courts, employment agencies, and chambers of 
commerce (most of vriiich fall in some way under provincial or territorial jurisdictions). Local 
institutions are important to the maintenance of Aboriginal culture.
“The conflict between the central power of the political state and the whole set of 
functions and authorities contained in church, family, guild, and local community has been. . .  the 
main source of those dislocations of social structure and uprootings of status which lie behind the 
problem of community in our age.”*” Closer connections with the institutions of local community 
help people to reestablish social structure and status for people who live insecure and unstable 
lives. If  we think of segmental autonomy as the securing of a cultural context, we can say that it 
comes from closer connections with local community institutions. In terms of Aboriginal self- 
government, the achieving of segmental autonomy would require Aboriginal participation in Ae 
operation of these institutions.
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When discussing the financing of Aboriginal self-government, Allan M. Maslove and 
Carolyn Dittbumer argue that:
New links between Aboriginal governments and their peoples must be fbiged to replace
the dissolving links between current Aboriginal administrations and federal and provincial 
governments. This is not to imply that current tribal administrations are not 
representative, or that they are not responsive to the needs of their communities. 
However, it is the case that federal control is part and parcel of current funding 
arrangements. This requires Aboriginal administrations to assume a particular relationship 
with the federal government and converts tribal administrations into agents of the federal 
government.*®
Maslove and Dittbumer describe how Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal governments negotiate 
certain issues, in this case funding. Presently, non-Aboriginal governments control these 
negotiations; Maslove and Dittbumer suggest a shift to more Aboriginal control. Aboriginal 
people’s lack of control is illustrative of the need for institutionalized accommodation.
This analysis suggests that current urban Aboriginal self-government practices are heading 
towards consociation. Hylton suggests that provincial governments have an important role to 
play in the creation of autonomous services and that the federal government has an important role 
to play in funding those services. Accommodation, on the other hand, is not as institutionalized, 
though Mendelssohn and Keman give suggestions for new institutions while Nisbet, Asch, and 
Hylton call for a reinvigoration of the old.
Graham writes, “In the urban context. Aboriginal service and advocacy organizations are 
frequently one and the same.” '® She notes that Aboriginal Friendship Centres have played a 
major role in coalescing urban Aboriginal interests and addressing urban Aboriginal needs.”*® She 
quotes the National Association of Friendship Centres as saying that it “is ideally placed to 
assume the mantle of political leadership for a large proportion of the urban Aboriginal 
constituency.”** Organizations like Friendship Centres can and do work with municipal 
governments to improve Aboriginal-municipal relations. Could they be possible institutions for
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accommodation? The question is whether the society that exists in the urban context is 
already fairly cohesive and open to profound segmental autonomy. In Canada, it is.
Conclusion
Traditional consociationalism has two sides: elite accommodation and cultural autonomy. It 
recognizes the importance of cultural autonomy and is realistic in accepting the need for a role for 
the elite in organization. However, elite accommodation is obsolete in light of self-government 
and group differentiated citizenship theory. With this thesis, consociationalism becomes a theory 
of cultural rather then elite accommodation and cultural rather than superficial autonomy; it is 
cultural groups themselves that must come into accommodation with each other.
Self-government theory, group differentiated citizenship theory, and consociational 
theory all describe the importance of both local community government dedicated to the 
preservation of identity and cross-community government dedicated to ensuring that 
communities can work together in a global environment. Despite the differences among these 
theories, the broader goals of autonomy and accommodation are what are important. 
Consociationalism imparts practical solutions most effectively and therefore continues to be a 
viable theory for the protection of minority rights in profoundly divided societies. Further, if 
consociation is a means to a balance between the forces of cultural autonomy and cultural 
accommodation, both through the use of local institutions, we can see that a number of 
institutions within the context of urban Aboriginal self-government are becoming more 
consociational. In the next chapters, I examine the urban Aboriginal cultural community and 
Native Friendship Centres and how they fit into this theory.
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CHAPTER THREE
The Urban Aboriginal Cultural Community
Much uiban Aboriginal scholarly wodc focuses on the complexity of urban Aboriginal identic;
however, the implications of this treatment for urban Aboriginal governing structures demand 
further analysis. Although researchers understand that urban Aboriginal identity is distinct among 
Aboriginal identities, there has been no effective attempt at integrating this information into 
interpretations of urban Aboriginal self-government. What role do interpretations of urban 
Aboriginal identity play in discussions of urban Aboriginal self-government? How can we 
broaden interpretations of urban Aboriginal identity within these discussions? Current models of 
urban Aboriginal government are not only ineffective in providing an outlet for urban identity, 
but actually repress it in an attempt to promote Aboriginal identity. While I am not arguing for a 
weakening of processes meant to protect Aboriginal identity, I am arguing that the protection and 
promotion of urban identity is as important.
This chapter is a more in-depth examination of urban Aboriginal identity. I first look at 
the association of the rural/urban dichotomy with the Aboriginal/non-Aboriginal dichotomy. This 
association ignores the fact that many Aboriginal people actually prefer urban life; the category 
urban Aboriginal is invisible when these two dichotomies are so closely associated Since urban 
Aboriginal is one of the largest categories of Aboriginal people, researchers carmot maintain this 
association when discussing urban Aboriginal self-government.
The Importance of Urban Aboriginal Identity
The urban context is a legitimate location for Aboriginal people. Susan Lobo describes the urban 
Aboriginal community as a place where Aboriginal people can rediscover the Aboriginal: it is not 
“situated in an immutable bounded territory as a reservation is, but rather exists within a fluid
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region with niches of resources and boundaries that respond to activities, perhaps reflecting a
reality closer to homelands prior to the imposition of reservation borders. She goes onto note
that the urban community:
[F]unctions as a doorway and a refuge for those who have unsolvable problems or who 
are deemed undesirable in their home reservation area . . . [It is] a gateway for those . . . 
who have been alienated from their tribal roots and who wish to reidentify [i.e. identify in 
a new way] as Indian. There are also those with hazily defined distant Indian ancestry 
who create a niche for themselves in die urban Indian community and vdio are generally 
accepted if they make a substantial contribution to the community well-being."*
For Lobo, participation in the urban Aboriginal community and identification with Aboriginal 
values are even more important factors in urban Aboriginal community membership than 
ancestry.
Richards concurs that urban life may be the preferred choice for many Aboriginal people: 
"in leaving their reserves, they [Aboriginal people] have made a rational choice: ‘Reserves are 
only good for some people.'""® He notes that a majority of Aboriginal people who live and work 
in the city prefer living and working in the city and that among those living in poor inner-city 
neighbourhoods, the preference for urban life is even more pronounced."' The urban setting is 
clearly not an exotic or unusual place to find Aboriginal people. It is as much home for them as 
the rural environment.
Young calls the concept of ethnic groups living together in a urban area group-
differentiated solidarity.
Groupdififerentiated residential and associational [i.e. based on local community 
associations such as guild or church] clustering is not necessarily bad . . .  inasmuch as it 
may arise from legitimate desires to form and maintain affinity grouping. Spatial group 
differentiation. . .  should be voluntary, fluid, without clear boarders, and with many 
overlapping, unmarked, and hybrid places . . .  [T]he ideal of differentiated solidarity 
affirms that groups nevertheless dwell together, whether they like it of not, within a set of 
problems and relationships of structural interdependence that bring with them obligations 
of justice.'"
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Following Young, the urban context allows for the expression of the Aboriginal but requires
interaction with the non-Aboriginal.
Lina Sunseri calls for a reexamination of Aboriginal identity. She asks for a recognition of
the multiplici^ of identity because i^hen "identic is viewed as uni-dimensional [Le. have one
dimension] . . . it marginalizes [i.e. excludes] those who do not fit the strict categories of
belonging to one specific ethnic/racial group and in the process excludes all those individuals who
have ‘mixed’ descent, because their blood cannot be easily and exclusively connected with one
group.”'"  She thus describes her brand of feminism as follows:
If we could all come to understand feminism as a theory and movement that wants to 
fight all forms of oppression, including racism and colonialism, then we could see it as a 
struggle for unity among all oppressed women and men. It is this meaning of feminism 
that I accept, and therefore I can call myself a feminist without reservations.'"
We cannot separate our identities and develop them one at a time; Sunseri cannot avoid her 
Aboriginality in favour of her femaleness. Aboriginal identity cannot be compartmentalized 
because doing so may actually cause the very oppression one is trying to overcome. Researchers 
should be opposed to the association of the rural/reserve with the Aboriginal because it 
compartmentalizes Aboriginal people, ignoring the possibility that they could be urban.
Moving Past Difference
Having respect for the autonomy of those who are a part of minority cultures means having 
respect for their cultural structures, which in turn may require special linguistic, educational, and 
political protections."’ This is especially true in the case of Aboriginal societies because they are 
not powerful enough to force the integration of immigrants into their culture. Cairns advocates 
the recognition of cultural difference: “Aboriginal efforts to control, or at least influence, their 
own representation are attempts not only to counter the misrepresentations that would
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otherwise prevail in the majority society, but also to counter the non-Aboriginal cultural 
bombardment they - especially youth - personally experience.””  ^However, he later goes on to 
warn that we cannot structure our institutional arrangements so that every Aboriginal interaction 
widi the state only deals with their Aboriginality. Rather, we need to enhance harmonization
between Aboriginal nationhood and Canadian citizenship.”* Specific Aboriginal identities and
broader Canadian and, for my purposes, urban identities are all important.
Aboriginal researchers are not usually optimistic about what contact with non-Aboriginal
people has done and is doing to Aboriginal identities, but recognize that it is not the contact
between the cultures that is detrimental but rather the maimer of that contact. For example,
Howard Adams, a Metis scholar, argues that:
Aboriginal colonial culture has many similarities to a prison culture. Members hold social 
and ideological values of a totalitarian culture, which fosters compliance to absolute 
control. Integral elements include: racism, inferiority, shame, guilt, submissiveness and 
fear. Isolation and segregation serve to perpetuate these values. Since Metis, Inuit and 
Indians were confined to their reserves and colonies, they had no means of exchanging 
ideas and culture with mainstream society. Hence, one’s views and attitudes were 
fashioned by such a culture of confinement. Furthermore, such prison-like culture serves 
to criminalize [i.e. make wrong] Native resistance to imperial authoritarianism. ”*
Adams is arguing that since members of the dominant non-Aboriginal culture so often define 
Aboriginal cultures as inferior to non-Aboriginal cultures. Aboriginal cultures take on a sense of 
wrong for both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people. Further, Aboriginal defenses of this wrong 
become criminal because non-Aboriginal values dominate the justice system. For Adams, the one 
common feature of all Aboriginal cultures is they are not fully a part of the colonial or ex-colonial 
society. The forced separation of Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people was and continues to be 
destructive; some kind of meeting of the minds or exchange of ideas would be and could be 
beneficial for both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people.
In describing the pathologization (disregarding for broad medical-stmctural inequalities by
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ignoring the contexts of health problems) of First Nations child and family services, Pete Hudson
likewise notes the importance of recognizing value in other cultural perspectives: “Past
preoccupations with pathologies by non-Aboriginal people has led to a reluctance to confront
them by Aboriginal people, thereby inhibiting a systematic and sustained problem solving
process. Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people diagnose Aboriginal problems in different ways
and are unable to see value in the other point of view. Both cultures either act or do not act
without paying attention to the lessons taught by the other culture, which leads to stagnation
when it comes to finding solutions. For Hudson, as for Adams and Caims, researchers define
Aboriginal too simply as being non-Aboriginal. Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people need a
place where they can meet and discuss problems and solutions and eliminate this opposition.
The first step towards moving past difference is recognizing that it exists. Taylor argues,
in fact, that recognizing how Aboriginal cultures are different from non-Aboriginal cultures is a
way for members of non-Aboriginal cultures to start to repair the wrongs of the past and present.
Not recognizing the cultures of others is thus not just disrespectful.
It can inflict a grievous wound, saddling its victims with a crippling self-hatred. Due 
recognition is not just a courtesy we owe people. It is a vital human need. . .  What we 
have is the presumption of equal worth: a stance we take in embarking on the study of the 
other. Perhaps we don't need to ask whether it's something that others can demand from 
us as a right. We might simply ask whether this is the way we ought to approach 
others."'
Aboriginal people, urban Aboriginal people among them, can develop confidence in their 
identities when other people accord them the respect they deserve. The recognition of one's 
culture by others makes it possible for one to embrace that culture because it makes it legitimate 
in the broader world.
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Protecting Urban Aboriginal Identity
Stephen Cornell's description of mban Aboriginal cœnmunities is useful:
These communities are defined not by geographical boundaries or census enumerations 
[sic] but by informal social networks and institutional arrangements, by patterns of 
participation that loosely link a constantly changing population. The institutional 
structures are often tenuous, but the communities are not. They depend less on the 
persistence of institutions than on the social networks in which the institutions are 
embedded: that is, on the participants themselves. Furthermore, they work. They do not 
overcome all the problems faced by Indians in the cities, nor do they embrace the whole 
of the urban Indian population. For some persons, tribal associations are more important, 
even in the urban setting; others associate only occasionally, if at all, with other Indians. 
But for large numbers, these communities provide ways of coping with some of the more 
acute difficulties of urban living and offer a surrogate of sorts for the supportive tribal 
structures that either have been left behind or whose effectiveness has been reduced by 
numbers.
The most important points to take from Cornell’s definition of the urban Aboriginal 
cultural community are as follows. First, there are few secure supportive social institutions, 
which means that urban Aboriginal people are able to stick together without the benefit of 
consistent cohesive structures. Second, the urban Aboriginal cultural community is of varying 
importance to urban Aboriginal people which means that there are different conceptions of what 
it means to be an urban Aboriginal person. Third, and perhaps most importantly, the urban 
Aboriginal cultural community helps people deal with the challenges of urban living. Despite the 
lack of supportive structures and a cohesive identity, urban Aboriginal people help each other 
cope with issues that they encounter in the urban environment. If these urban challenges are a 
part of what keeps urban Aboriginal people living in community, then urban would seem to be a 
very important aspect of urban Aboriginal identity.
Caims writes of the challenges that come with accepting the urban side of identity, noting 
three problems that it presents with respect to self-government. First, the "typical urban 
Aboriginal population is a statistical aggregate, not a community.”*^  There is little binding all
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urban Aboriginal people together besides the multifaceted and complex concept of Aboriginal and 
the urban challenges they face. Second, the "Aboriginal urban scene varies immensely from one 
urban setting to another.”'^ The difference between different cities’ Aboriginal communities and 
between Aboriginal people within those communities makes it difficult to imagine any broadly 
targeted governing efforts being effective unless one recognizes that all members of the target 
population face similar urban stresses.
The picture gets even cloudier when one notes Cairns’ third and most important comment 
on the urban Aboriginal scene: “The focus on cultural revival, a major justification for self- 
government, inevitably makes the urban setting unappealing, for it can be portrayed as it was by 
the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples (RCAP), as the site for cultural erosion and hence 
as a distinctly inferior route to the future. Caims is worried that the rural/urban identity 
dichotomy has become too closely associated with the Aboriginal/non-Aboriginal identity 
dichotomy and that people are not likely to take notice of what they might share in terms of their 
identities. “The urban-rural/reserve dichotomy has been reinforced by various government 
policies and does not necessarily reflect the realities of Aboriginal peoples’ lives and 
com m unities.People who live in the same city will have things in common whether they are 
Aboriginal, French, or whatever; “In terms of way of life, established urbanites do not differ very 
much from each other.” Respecting the complexity of each individual’s identity means 
respecting each of the various aspects of that identity. Just as Aboriginally cannot come at the 
expense of urbarmess, so urbatmess cannot come at the expense of Aboriginality. Urbmi 
Aboriginal people are different from rural Aboriginal people and thus require different self- 
government solutions.
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Conclusion
By not overtly defining people according to the Aboriginal aspect of their identities (i.e. 
recognizing that identities have more than one aspect), urban Aboriginal people have more 
Aeedom to oqxess idadities vdnchimay œd have been available or permissible in more 
traditional contexts. People are thus able to choose the identity groups in which they want to 
participate. Young’s descriptions of voluntary, fluid identity groups without clear borders and 
with many overlapping, unmarked, and hybrid places are the most useful when analyzing this 
new view of the Aboriginal. They allow urban and Aboriginal to exist in the same places and 
people, a conclusion similar to the conclusions surrounding the theoretical base outlined in the 
previous chapter. Urban Aboriginal people need governing structures that both allow for the 
maintenance of their the Aboriginal and encourage interaction with the non-Aboriginal. By 
recognizing that urban Aboriginal is distinctive among types of Aboriginal, it becomes possible 
for one to pinpoint, as Lobo and Cornell do, some of its distinctive overlapping and complex 
elements.
Taylor’s discussion on the importance of cultural recognition is especially important 
when linking urban Aboriginal identity, indeed any cultural identity, to the two aspects of 
consociationalism, autonomy and accommodation. Cultural autonomy requires a cultural group to 
recognize its own distinctive features. Cultural accommodation requires other cultural groups to 
recognize the original cultural group’s distinctive features. Recognition, a vital human need 
according to Taylor, is a facet of government under consociationalism, rather than something we 
hope cultural groups will do for each other.
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CHAPTER FOUR
Native Friendship Centres as Self-government
Urban Aboriginal organizations come in a variety of forms, such as health councils, development 
c«porati(ms, and management societies. Ntme. however, are as comprehensive as Native
Friendship Centres. This chapter functions as a general examination of Native Friendship 
Centres. I first investigate the literature and argue that there is much scholarly work to be done. I 
then present the ideal model for a Native Friendship Centre functioning as self-government and 
compare it with existing Friendship Centres and their programs. Contributions to both cultural 
autonomy - maintaining the Aboriginal - and cultural accommodation - integrating the Aboriginal 
with the non-Aboriginal - will be noted.
Native Friendship Centre Literature Review
That operators and clients use the words Native Friendship Centre is an important symbolic 
starting point. The word Friendship indicates that these institutions are not places of segregation 
and isolation but rather of integration and cooperation. Brian Walker notes file importance of 
such symbolic gestures writing that, “In questions of public naming, the construction of 
monuments and so on, there is room for many different groups to have their expressions mirrored 
on the territory. Those who named Friendship Centres chose a symbol which would not 
“automatically make one set of groups [i.e. non-Aboriginal people] into civic foreigners.”'®
Native is also an important word because it indicates a specific focus on the Aboriginal. 
Peters outlines several criteria which define an urban Aboriginal organization like a Friendship 
Centre.
- the organization’s primary mission involves the provision of services or benefits to
Aboriginal people who are permanent (as opposed to temporary) residents of the 
city, and a majority of the organization’s clients (or beneficiaries) are Aboriginal
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and permanent urban residents;
- the organization is a separate (although perhaps not legally separate) entity in that it has
substantial decision-making and service-delivery discretion from senior 
governments or other organizational entities, including a ‘parent’ organization;
- the organization is owned or effectively controlled by Aboriginal people (i.e. a majority
of the organization’s owners or members of its board of directors (or the 
equivalent) [sic] are Aboriginal;
- the organization’s owners or board members (or the equivalent) exercize authority over
either service policy or organizational finances;
- the organization does not seek to make a profit for its owners.
According to Peters, if an urban Aboriginal organization is both benevolent and focused on the 
Aboriginal, it is “a potential nucleus for urban self-governing arrangements.”"'
That Friendship Centres have the potential to become governance institutions seems 
peculiar because they do not fit traditional conceptions of government. Indeed, their operators 
neither claim that they are politically representative"^ nor are desirous of any political 
Jurisdiction.'" This separation from traditional conceptions of politics is, however, where 
Friendship Centres find their strength and legitimacy: “their commitment to community 
development obliges them to reflect the will of the community.” '"  The Friendship Centre 
movement is “an urban people’s movement, rather than an institutional process imposed by 
government”'"  These conceptions of urban Aboriginal organizations generally and Friendship 
Centres specifically lend credence to the idea that “although most Canadians equate self- 
government with high-profile agreements such as the Nisga’a agreement in British Columbia, or 
the creation of the new territorial government ofNunavut, much more modest initiatives are being 
n^odated at both the organizational and communia levels."*” This kind of thinking paints an 
optimistic and positive picture of Native Friendship Centres.
Garcea notes the importance of moving beyond municipal governance to local 
governance,'" where there is a sharing of local space by different orders of government and 
authority. This is the same as Lapteva’s distinction, noted in Chapter Two, between local
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government, the local incarnation of the nation-state, and local self-government, where the people 
are involved in negotiations with other levels of government. The key to future success, Garcea 
insists, “is how well these orders of government are able to collaborate within that local space for 
their mutual benefit”"* He later goes on to note, however, that Aboriginal/non-Aboriginal 
government relations are fraught with ‘institutional ambivalence,’ at term which describes the 
manner in which government tends to disregard how Aboriginal people are affected by and 
contribute to issues which are not specifically Aboriginal, such as health and education. 
Institutional ambivalence leads, eventually, to the implementation of self-governing arrangements 
like urban reserves that separate and isolate Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal governments.
Garcea is not the only one to criticize the relations between Aboriginal and non- 
Aboriginal governments. Marlene Brandt Castellano notes that the “role of Friendship Centres as 
vehicles for service delivery has been strengthened by the devolution of the administration of 
national program funding to the National Association of Friendship Centres.”"® However, this 
transition has not been accompanied by an increasing voice in discussions on urban policy. As 
well, there has not been an increase funding available to address the needs of the expanding urban 
Aboriginal population. Clearly, non-Aboriginal governments have to contribute to Aboriginal 
self-government. Friendship Centres are benevolent and unremittingly Aboriginal; they are 
grassroots initiatives with unlimited potential. However, they are also the victims of non- 
Aboriginal government ambivalence, unable to obtain the influence or funding they desperately 
need. With this chapter, I intend to initiate more research on Friendship Centres by creating a 
tool with which they can be analyzed.
RCAP notes that throughout their histories. Friendship Centres have acted as referral 
services and as gathering places,"' both of which are important to the promotion of Aboriginal 
culture and to cultural autonomy. The other function of Friendship Centres according to RCAP is
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cultural accommodation, the building of bridges between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal 
communities/*^ RCAP recommends that Ae government devolve more administrative
responsibility for Friendship Centres to the National Association of Friendship Centres and to 
individual Centres Aemselves/*® It also recommends that Ae government develop a national 
cultural education program so that Friendship Centres can reach boA Aboriginal and non- 
Aboriginal people.'** Meeting the first goal has would promote cultural autonomy because urban 
Aboriginal leaders would be able to take more control of urban Aboriginal affairs, the argument of 
Maslove and Dittbumer presented m Chapter Two. Meetmg the second would promote cultural 
accommodation because people of Afferent cultural groups would have a way to understand one 
another better, Caims’ argument.
The Ideal Friendship Centre
Two pomts from Peters’ description of urban Aboriginal organizations are important to 
emphasize and apply to Native Friendship Centres when using a consociational perspective. 
First, not only do those involved wiA the ideal Centre need to be Aborigmal, Aey need to be 
permanent urban residents; the autonomy of urban Aboriginal people needs to be developed wiA 
particular emphasis on the complexity of this identity, Ae argument of Chapter Three. Second, 
the ideal Friendship Centre does not need to be legally separate from oAer organizations, 
includmg a national association or a semor level of government. It simply needs substantial 
decision-making Ascretion, Ae accommodation argument. There is no need to create a third order 
of government if Ae urban Aboriginal cultural segment comes into accommodation wiA oAer 
cultural segments through institutions of government. There is, however, a need for Ae federal 
government to make it easier for Centres to function mdependently and to promote autonomy. 
An example is for government to provide substantial, non-conAtional funding. This would be a
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great first step with regard to cultural accommodation.
According to the self-government theory and consociational theory described in Chapter 
Two, activities in the ideal Friendship Centre would need to contribute both to the cultural 
autonomy of Aboriginal communities and to accommodation between those communities and 
non-Aboriginal communities. Examples of programs intended to promote the cultural autonomy 
of Aboriginal people are varied. Certainly any kind of program that involves Aboriginal elders, 
especially something like a storytelling night, would educate Aboriginal people about aspects of 
Aboriginal culture. Other examples might include a group to develop Aboriginal ecology policies, 
or an Aboriginal cooking school. Peters’ desire to focus on Aboriginality is certainly in keeping 
with the protection of cultural autonomy required by consociationalism and by Kymlicka’s 
identity theory, and her emphasis on the urban aspect takes into account the urban Aboriginal 
identity described in Chapter Three. Programs which respect urban Aboriginality are important 
parts of the ideal Friendship Centre
The second aspect of consociationalism also needs to be present in the ideal Friendship 
Centre. Any program that presents aspects of Aboriginal culture to the wider community (such 
as art galleries or dance exhibitions), educates non-Aboriginal people about Aboriginal culture 
(such as a seminar), or introduces Aboriginal people to non-Aboriginal culture (such as a bus tour 
which emphasizes landmarks which are of particular concern to Aboriginal people) promotes 
accommodation. Employment programs which help Aboriginal people understand how to 
fimction in non-Aboriginal work environments would be examples of these types of programs. 
On a more traditionally political level, the ideal Friendship Centre would have other 
responsibilities. Promoting accommodation includes integrating the Aboriginal into non- 
Aboriginal governing stmctures and would involve activities such as lobbying city hall, providing 
advisors for existing urban programs, and networking with other Friendship Centres or municipal
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governments. Young would call these activities group-differentiated solidarity.
To conclude, the ideal Friendship Centre would operate various programs intended to 
promote both cultural autonomy and cultural accommodation. The administrative structure of the 
Centre would reflect Peters’ criteria and be as Aboriginal as possible, with people who exercize 
Aboriginal identity in charge, and as urban as possible, catering to those people faced with urban 
stresses. Finally, the ideal Friendship Centre would be substantially autonomous and willing to 
accommodate. This does not mean that its administrators need to be responsible for all of its 
funding (most municipal governments would cease to operate were this required of their 
administrators) but they do need to be able to make decisions and operate programs without 
interference but with support from different levels of bureaucracy.
Friendship Centres in Canada
As I noted in Chapter Three, Aboriginal communities in urban areas are as varied as the urban 
areas themselves. One would expect Friendship Centres and the programs they offer to be varied. 
The intention here is neither to fully describe Friendship Centres in Canada nor to offer 
conclusive prescriptions on how Friendship Centres should function if they want to act as self- 
government. Rather, it is to give examples of how different aspects of the ideal Centre are 
manifested in Canada and to initiate research by revealing situations where there is the potential 
for a Friendship Centre to act as self-government.
The provincial Friendship Centre association in British Columbia is a good place to find 
such examples. In terms of cultural autonomy, this association provides its members, the 
Friendship Centres of B.C., with programs that fall under the broad category of self-sufficiency. 
These include the Aboriginal Health Council (intended to address health issues vriiile respecting 
Aboriginal health approaches) the Community Action Plan for Children (“designed to enable
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local communities to identify priority health and developmental needs of children . . . and then 
develop comprehensive integrated programming to promote the health and social development of 
these children’’””). The latter also enables those same communities to pursue of funding from 
various sources. The goals of such initiatives are first, to enable and support Friendship Centres 
in their quest to provide services to urban Aboriginal people, and second, to connect Friendship 
Centres to each other and to other initiatives around the world that may help them.
The Community Action Plan for Children is a part of the federal government’s 
commitments under the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child. Its goal is to take 
a federal program based on international standards and administer it through local communities. 
Since Aboriginal children are a priority of the stucfy, organizations like the British Columbia 
Association of Aboriginal Friendship Centres (BCAAFC) were asked to sit on the committee. 
The BCAAFC was eventually asked to administer the program in BC. This is a good example 
of local cultural accommodation in action, as a pan-Canadian initiative is being administered at the 
local level from an Aboriginal perspective. This fulfills Lapteva’s requirements for local self- 
government because the local people are responsible for administratioa It also meets 
Mendelssohn’s requirements for institutional accommodation because the accommodation occurs 
within the program, despite the elite actors who may be involved.
Friendship Centres in the province not only benefit from the initiatives of their provincial 
organization, they also use initiatives from other levels of government or create and implement 
their own initiatives. The Prince George Native Friendship Centre, for example, operates an 
Aboriginal Head Start Program for preschool-aged children and their parents,”’ a federal program; 
and the Smokehouse Kitchen which enables youth to find employment as commercial cooks,’** a 
local initiative. Both programs address issues facing Aboriginal people from an Aboriginal 
perspective and contribute to cultural autonomy, and both connect with the broader non-
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Aboriginal community (Head Start through its association with the federal program and 
Smokehouse through its creation of Aboriginal foods for sale to the broader community) thus 
contributing to cultural accommodation.
Across the country in St. John’s, Newfoundland, the picture is quite different - there is, 
for example, no provincial association - but the goals of autonomy and accommodation are still 
present. The St. John’s Native Friendship Centre Association acts a liaison between the 
Aboriginal and the non-Aboriginal, supporting Aboriginal people forced to deal with non- 
Aboriginal institutions to which they are not accustomed. Their services include such things as 
providing transportation to the hospital for people living in remote areas and providing 
translators for those who become the objects of investigations and court proceedings. *** While not 
necessarily always supporting people who would be classified as urban, this centre does provide 
services for those who must function in an urban situation. It modifies existing non-Aboriginal 
structures so that Aboriginal people are more comfortable functioning within them, thus 
contributing to cultural autonomy.
In addition.
Aboriginal Awareness is . . .  of great concern to the St. John's Native Friendship Centre 
Association [SJNFCA]. In dealing with this issue, the SJNFCA has visited elementary 
schools in the area and has conducted presentations on Aboriginal cultures. These 
presentations supplement information and materials used in meeting the requirements of 
the school's curriculum. The SJNFCA also participates in community events in order to 
ensure that there is an Aboriginal presence. Such events include National Aboriginal Day 
and festivities such as the Newfoundland and Labrador Multicultural Folk Arts Council 
events, Canada Day, the St. John's Royal Regatta, Film Festivals, etc.'"
Aboriginal Awareness is a form of cultural accommodation that meets Taylor’s requirements of 
learning about and respecting other cultures.
The Native Canadian Centre of Toronto (NCCT) also visits schools in an effort to 
promote Aboriginal culture. In addition, this centre operates the Toronto Community Native
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History Project (TCNHP) whose goals definitely fall under the category of cultural
accommodation:
The mandate of the TCNHP is to develop respect and understanding between Native and 
non-Native cultures living in the traditional lands of Native people in the Toronto area; to
produce a more thorough history, and increase awareness of both Native and non-Native 
people of the rich histories ofNative people in the area; to research and record more 
accurate Native history; to generate resources and materials fi’om this research aimed at 
countering Native stereotypes and racism and promote positive relationships geared 
towards social action between Native and all communities in the area, and; to create 
cultural and economic benefit to the Native community by providing training and 
development opportunities for young Native people in the sector."'
To meet their goals, operators provide classes and seminars on Aboriginal histories and issues, a 
resource room to support such education, and the Great Indian Bus Tour which shows 
participants locations of importance to Aboriginal culture within the City of Toronto.
Like other centres, the NCCT tries to balance cultural accommodation with cultural 
autonomy. It offers weekly activities and events intended to highlight Aboriginal cultures 
including drum and dance workshops, language classes, and a Visiting Elders Program."^ For a 
non-Aboriginal observer, this sort of programming may seem to have less to do with providing 
government-type services to Aboriginal people than, for example, employment programs; 
however, further research needs to be conducted to examine, for example, the personal agency and 
understanding of leadership that come with Elders’ visits. Taylor would certainly see these as 
ways to promote respect for culture and difference.
The Ontario Federation of Indian Friendship Centres (OFIFC), the provincial 
organization under which the Toronto centres operate, manages and administers a number of 
programs that supplement those provided by local Centres. Many of these programs, such as the 
Native Criminal Court Worker Program, povide srqqxxrt workers intended to decrease the sense 
of alienation Aboriginal people feel when they interact with non-Aboriginal government
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structures.’” This kind of program contributes to cultural accommodation in that it educates 
Aboriginal people about non-Aboriginal practices and informs those involved with those 
practices about the challenges Aced by Aboriginal people Wio have to deal with those structures.
In terms of cultural autonomy, the OFIFC operates programs such as the Economic 
Development Program which is focused on the lack of economic development resources available 
to urban Aboriginal communities.'” This program is interested in helping Friendship Centres and 
their communities become self-sufficient. A lack of consistent funding sources has meant that the 
operators of this program find it difficult to meet their goal of increasing available resources but 
the centre does continue to operate relying on short term project funding.'”
The Centres, associations, and programs noted here are merely the tip of the iceberg. The 
point is that the community consociation model, with its foci first, on cultural autonomy and 
cultural accommodation and second, on structures that interact nationally and internationally as 
well as in the local community, is a useful way of looking at Friendship Centres specifically and 
urban Aboriginal organizations generally. If we think of self-government as something that 
enhances autonomy and accommodation and as sometiiing that exists in local community 
institutions, we can see that it does exist in Friendship Centres in Canada.
Classifying Friendship Centre Programs
Friendship Centre programs are specifically linked to autonomy and specifically linked to 
accommodation. If we think of a continuum with complete dedication to autonomy at one end 
and complete dedication to accommodation on the other, we can place programs between the two 
extremes, indicating that some programs have more association with autonomy and others more 
association with accommodation. All, however, have aspects of both. Though there are 
differences between the programs offered in, for example, Toronto, Ontario, and Bonnyville,
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Alberta, twelve categories of pa-ograms can be observed in the literature. These are:
1) Cultural Development Programs,
2) Health & Wellness Programs,
3) Communication Assistance,
4) Education & Skills Programs,
5) Fund Raising & Professional Development,
6) Social Support Programs,
7) Justice Programs,
8) Government Liaison Initiatives,
9) Employment & Business Development Programs,
10) Recreation Programs & Facilities,
11) Cultural Awareness Programs, and
12) Community Interaction Programs.
Cultural Development Programs
Cultural Development Programs have a specific focus on activities that non-Aboriginal people 
consider cultural: cooking, sewing, music, dance, fine art and storytelling. The goals of Cultural 
Development Programs are mostly to instruct Aboriginal people in how to create Aboriginal 
culture thus promoting cultural autonomy. These goals can be met through instructional classes 
and social groups. A good example of this kind of program would be the Culture Club at the 
Dauphin Friendship Centre in Dauphin, M an ito b a .In  terms of accommodation, the cultural 
products they produce are available for all. Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people, to enjoy.
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Health & Wellness Programs
Health and Wellness Programs are probably most common kind of programs. They include both 
curative programs (for example, the Alcohol & Drug Programs at the Fort Erie Native Friendship 
Centre in Fort Erie, Ontario*”) and preventative programs (for example, the Aboriginal Head Start 
Program at the Buffalo Narrows Friendship Centre’s Apisci Mostosis Preschool***). Health & 
Wellness Programs are mostly about cultural autonomy in that their operators are specifically 
targeting the health issues of Aboriginal people. Often, however, addressing these issues involves 
the operators liaising with non-Aboriginal health authorities, a form of cultural accommodation.
Commmication Assistance
In addition to providing access to office equipment (like at the Qu’Appelle Valley Friendship 
Centre in Fort Qu’Appelle, Saskatchewan**®), Communication Assistance Programs can ease 
communication through the composition of letters, the development of resumes and the 
completion of forms (such as the Income Tax Preparation Program at the Brandon Friendship 
Centre in Brandon, Manitoba**), through developing literacy (like at the Moosonee Native 
Friendship Centre in Moosonee, Ontario*®), or though providing translating or interpreting 
services (as at the NSwakamok Native Friendship Centre in Sudbury, Ontario*®). 
Communication Assistance Programs are about autonomy in that they assist Aboriginal people 
with minor communication issues, but are also about accommodation in that they make it easier 
for Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people to communicate with each other.
Education & Skills Programs
Education and Skills Programs contribute to the educational development of Aboriginal people 
either through providing courses which teach specific skills (such as the Skills Training which
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occurs at the Bonnyville Canadian Native Friendship Centre in Bonnyville, Alberta*® or the 
Anishnabe Skills Development Worker at the Thunder Bay Indian Friendship Centre in Thunder 
Bay, Ontario'®) or support those Aboriginal people Wio are trying to function within the
mainstream education system (as with the Homework Club at the Grand Prairie Friendship 
Centre in Grand Prairie, Alberta*®). Autonomy comes as Aboriginal people reach their
educational goals in a manner consistent with an Aboriginal world view, while accommodation 
comes as Aboriginal people learn how to function in non-Aboriginal institutions.
Fund Raising & Professional Development
Fund Raising & Professional Development Programs are closely associated with the functioning 
of Centres themselves, either through financing or improving the quality of staff members. Bingo 
at the Georgian Bay Friendship Centre in Midland, Ontario*® is a good example of improving the 
functioning of centres through fund raising while the Hospitality Program of the Athabasca 
Native Friendship Centre Society in Athabasca, Alberta*® is a good example of the improving the 
quality of staff. If  a Friendship Centre is a place that contributes to both autonomy and 
accommodation then any improvement in their operation contributes to both. This may seem like 
a vague point, but fund raising and professional development will help in the operation of other 
programs.
Social Support Programs
Social Support Programs are intended by their operators to help specific segments of urban 
Aboriginal society. Youth programs (such as at the Skookum Jim Friendship Centre in 
Whitehorse, Yukon***), senior’s programs (like the Senior’s Medicine Wheel at the Portage 
Friendship Centre in Portage la Prairie, Manitoba***), alternative sexualities programs (at the Pine
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Tree Native Centre of Brant in Brantford, Ontario"®), and women’s programs (like the Healing 
Circle for Women at the MWikwedong Friendship Centre in Owen Sound, Ontario"') are 
examples of these kinds of programs. Autonomy and accommodation are both affected by Social 
Support Programs as people explore how the Aboriginal aspect of their identities interacts with 
other aspects.
Justice Programs
A Justice Program helps people who have already begun interacting with the non-Aboriginal 
justice system. It may take the forms of court workers (the Thunderbird Friendship Centre in 
Geraldton, Ontario provides both criminal and family court work*”), fine option programs that 
allow people alternatives when it comes to paying fines (like at the Northwest Friendship Centre 
in Meadow Lake, Saskatchewan '”), and youth justice (as in the Young Offenders Program at the 
He a la Crosse Friendship Centre in lie a la Crosse, Saskatchewan'’^ ). These programs are mostly 
about accommodation in that they teach and aid Aboriginal people in functioning within non- 
Aboriginal justice structures. They also contribute to the modification of non-Aboriginal justice 
structures to be more sensitive to Aborigmal needs. In terms of autonomy, these types of 
programs try to educate Aboriginal people in understanding the rights they have as Aboriginal 
people.
Government Liaison Initiatives
Government Liaison Initiatives provide urban Aboriginal people with inroads into non-Aboriginal 
government structures through representatives. In Flin Flon, Manitoba, for example, the Flin 
Flon Indian-Metis Friendship Association Inc.'” has a presence in the local Chamber of 
Commerce and in the Flin Flon Community Hospital. Government Liaison Initiatives are all
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about accommodation with non-Aboriginal culture. In terms of autonomy, on the other hand, 
having representatives in strategic locations might be thought of as a method of giving credibility 
and legitimacy to Aboriginal peoples and cultures.
Employment & Business Development Programs
Employment and Business Development Programs help Aboriginal people gain employment 
either through self-employment or employment with other businesses. The Ki-Low-Na 
Friendship Society in Kelowna, British Columbia,™ for example, provides labour market 
information, casual and agricultural employment, resume development, job searches, and career 
planning to those seeking employment, and prescreened employment referrals, education reentiy 
information, and information on how to prepare a business plan to prospective employers. 
Accommodation comes as Aboriginal people gain employment with non-Aboriginal employers 
and that autonomy comes as they gain employment with other Aboriginal people.
Recreation Programs & Facilities
Recreation Programs include sports teams (like at the Dze L K'ant Friendship Centre Society in 
Smithers British Columbia’”), arcades (like in Fort Qu’Appelle”*) and drop- ins (such as at the 
Yorkton Friendship Centre in Yorkton, Saskatchewan’”). This category also includes Friendship 
Centres renting facilities to either Aboriginal or non-Aboriginal groups as occurs at the Kermode 
Friendship Centre in Terrace, British Columbia.’*® Since they are more about having fun than 
about politics, it is difficult to see how recreation programs contribute to autonomy and 
accommodation. However, having fun when surrounded by people who share your culture is 
good for personal self-esteem and thus good for autonomy. As well, accommodation occurs as 
Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal sports teams, for example, interact. In addition, the rental of
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recreation space is not exclusively for Aboriginal groups. At the very least. Aboriginal and non- 
Aboriginal have to interact on a business transaction level.
Cultural Awareness Programs
Cultural Awareness Programs educate non-Aboriginal people about Aboriginal culture. The St. 
John’s Native Friendship Centre in St. John’s, Newfoundland operates a program such as this. 
The Great Bus Tour in Toronto that was previously mentioned is also a good example. These 
programs promote autonomy in that they require concerted thinking about Aboriginal culture by 
Aboriginal people in order to create effective presentations, and promote accommodation in that 
the target audience is not Aboriginal.
Community Interaction Programs
Community Interaction Programs include anything provided by a Friendship Centre that is 
targeted to the community at large rather than only the Aboriginal population. In Kenora, 
Ontario, for example, the Ne-Chee Friendship Centre provides a Street Patrol Program.'" 
Similarly, in Fort Qu’Appelle, the Friendship Centre has children’s car seats for rent.'" 
Community Interaction Programs have Aboriginal people acting from an Aboriginal location 
(autonomy) to provide services for all people (accommodation).
Conclusion
Programs in Friendship Centres are diverse. They do, however, have similar goals and provide 
similar benefits both to the people who make use of them and to the communities in which they 
exist. The autonomy of both individual Aboriginal people and Aboriginal communities is a clear 
goal but accommodation between particular urban Aboriginal communities and the other
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communities that exist in the same urban area are also important. Both of the goals of 
consociational theory are met through the programs offered by Friendship Centres.
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CONCLUSIONS
Urban Aboriginal identity has been invisible in current discussions of urban Aboriginal self- 
government. This has resulted in a deficiency in theorizing on self-government specifically for 
urban Aboriginal people. When we recognize that the urban part of urban Aboriginal identity is 
as important as the Aboriginal part and integrate this idea into discussions of urban Aboriginal 
self-government, we can conclude first, that the ways consociational theorists understand and 
organize minority cultures are useful when understanding and organizing urban Aboriginal people 
and second, that the local or community level is the best locale for urban Aboriginal self- 
government These conclusions are made more clear when one understands both group 
differentiated citizenship theory and self-government theory. Further, they lead to the 
observation that urban Aboriginal self-government is already in practice in Canada in the form of 
Native Friendship Centres.
Both of the sides of consociational theory are important not only when discussing urban 
Aboriginal self-government specifically, but social relations generally. In terms of promoting 
cultural autonomy, self-understanding and the self-confidence to present it are necessary for 
individuals and for groups because they allow for the identification of positive and negative 
cultural characteristics which, in turn, leads to the creation and implementation of personal and 
cultural development and effective problem-solving strategies. This is the argument made in the 
Self-government section of Chapter Two. In terms of cultural accommodation, the ability to 
interact positively with and to the mutual benefit of others allows for tolerance of different 
points of view, also argued in Chapter Two. Different points of view, in turn, may have much to 
contribute to the previously mentioned problem-solving strategies. Consociationalism can only 
work to achieve these ends when cultural groups want to work together within a society. In 
Canada, they do.
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This study has made three contributions to the scholarship on urban Aboriginal self- 
government. First, it has advanced a more cohesive explanation of Aboriginal self-government in 
urban areas. Second, it has drawn on consociational approaches to the understanding of cultural 
difference within a society and has extended these models to explain both how and why the local 
or community level is the most effective locale for urban Aboriginal self-government. Third, with 
this study, I have offered an analysis of the ways existing urban Aboriginal institutions can 
contribute to the quest for self-government, with specific reference to Native Friendship Centres. 
I have concluded that self-government, as defined in Chapter Two, already exists to an extent for 
Aboriginal people in urban areas.
Some of the first avenues for future research are 1) detailed analyses of specific 
Friendship Centres and provincial and national Friendship Centre Associations and 2) the 
identification and study of similar organizations and institutions in other areas of the world. 3) 
Other groups in Canada which serve functions similar to those provided by Friendship Centres 
for other cultural groups, such as women’s groups or gay and lesbian organizations, also demand 
analysis in terms of self-government. This research would not only provide researchers with 
insight into existing theoretical discussions but would provide organization operators with 
practical observations of their own organizations that may lead to the improved development of 
problem-solving strategies.
Other theoretical questions are also worth pursuing. Can voluntary associations like 
Friendship Centres functioning as self-government be considered democratic if many of the 
people who benefit jfiom their programs have no democratic (i.e. voting) say in their operation? 
How does democracy work when there is no specific electoral constituency? This is a realistic 
question if we consider that many of the people intended to benefit from the services of a 
Friendship Centre are not comfortable identifying themselves as either urban or Aboriginal and do
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not initially view themselves as part of the Friendship Centre community. The constituency of a 
Friendship Centre has no clear borders or limits and no specific characteristics. Can the self- 
identification necessary in the community consociation model take the place of a constituency? 
What are the implications for nation-states if it can? There is much work to be done.
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